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/VNFSJDBM TUVEZ PG EFOTF QBSUJDMF nPXT VOEFS QMBOBS TIFBS
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*O UIJT UIFTJT * DPOEVDUFE OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPOT UP TUVEZ UIF nPX CFIBWJPS PG EFOTF QBSUJDMF nPXT DPNQPTFE PG
IBSE QBSUJDMFT VOEFS QMBOBS TIFBS VTJOH UIF EJTDSFUF FMFNFOU NFUIPE ɨF TJNVMBUJPOT XFSF DBSSJFE PVU JO UXP
EJNFOTJPOBM TZTUFNT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF NPEFMMFE BT DJSDVMBS EJTDT ɨF EJTDT BSF OPO#SPXOJBO BOE OFVUSBMMZ
CVPZBOU ɨF HSBOVMBS nPXT DBO CF FJUIFS ESZ PS JNNFSTFE JO B /FXUPOJBO nVJE XIFSF UIF nVJE JT USFBUFE JO B
NFBO mFME NBOOFS BOE SFQSFTFOUFE CZ B WFMPDJUZ QSPmMF ɨF XPSLT UIBU BSF JODMVEFE JO UIJT UIFTJT DBO CF EJWJEFE
JOUP UXP QBSUT
ɨF mSTU 	1BQFS Ě ĚĚ
 GPDVT PO UIF SIFPMPHZ PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH 	%45
 HSBOVMBS nPXT VOEFS TUFBEZ
QMBOBS TIFBS 	JF XJUI B DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF γ˙
 ɨF %45 CFIBWJPS JT SFQSPEVDFE VTJOH UIF DSJUJDBM MPBE NPEFM
	$-.
 XIFSF B UISFTIPME GPSDF JT JOUSPEVDFE GPS EFUFSNJOJOH XIFUIFS UIFSF JT GSJDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF EJTDT BU DPOUBDU
" DPOUBDU JT GSJDUJPOBM JG UIF OPSNBM GPSDF CFUXFFO UIF EJTDT JT MBSHFS UIBO UIF UISFTIPME *U JT GPVOE UIBU B LFZ
QBSBNFUFS UIBU DPOUSPMT UIF SIFPMPHZ PG TVDI nPX JT UIF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT χG EFmOFE BT UIF SBUJP PG
UIF OVNCFS PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT UP UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT #Z QFSGPSNJOH TJNVMBUJPOT VOEFS DPOUSPMMFE
JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF XF BSF BCMF UP JOWFTUJHBUF CFIBWJPST PG TVTQFOTJPOT DMPTF UP TIFBS KBNNJOH QPJOUT BT XFMM BT
TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI JOUFSNFEJBUF χG ɨF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT BSF UIFO QSFTFOUFE XIJDI BSF VTFE UP QSFEJDU SIFPMPHZ
PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH QBSUJDMF nPXT VOEFS WBSJPVT TIFBS QSPUPDPMT ɨF UZQFT PG QBSUJDMF nPXT SBOHF
GSPN WJTDPVT TVTQFOTJPOT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF TUSJDUMZ PWFSEBNQFE TP UIBU UIF QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BSF OFHMJHJCMF UP
ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BSF EPNJOBOU BT XFMM BT TVTQFOTJPOT XIFSF CPUI QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BOE
WJTDPVT ESBH JT JNQPSUBOU
ɨF TFDPOE QBSU 	1BQFS ĚĚĚ BOE Ěħ
 GPDVTFT PO UIF CFIBWJPST PG EFOTF WJTDPVT TVTQFOTJPOT VOEFS PTDJMMBUPSZ QMBOBS
TIFBS ɨF TJNVMBUJPOT XFSF DPOEVDUFE CPUI XJUI DPOTUBOU QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BOE DPOTUBOU JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF ɨF
PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS JT FJUIFS B QVSF PTDJMMBUJPO 	JF γ˙(U) = γ cos(ωU)
 PS XJUI BO FYUSB PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS QBSBMMFM UP
B QSJNBSZ TIFBS 	JF γ˙(U) = γ˙ + γ˙ cos(ωU)
 *U JT GPVOE UIBU CZ IBWJOH BO PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS QBSBMMFM UP UIF
QSJNBSZ TIFBS UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT EFDSFBTFE 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF TIFBS KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT GPS
UIF TVTQFOTJPOT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT BSF GPVOE UP CF JODSFBTFE VOEFS PTDJMMBUJPO DPOEJUJPOT QPTTJCMZ
EVF UP UIF NJDSPTUSVDUVSF PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT
,FZ XPSET EFOTF TVTQFOTJPO HSBOVMBS nPX TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH PTDJMMBUPSZ nPX SIFPMPHZ EJTDSFUF FMFNFOU NFUIPE
$MBTTJmDBUJPO TZTUFN BOEPS JOEFY UFSNT 	JG BOZ

4VQQMFNFOUBSZ CJCMJPHSBQIJDBM JOGPSNBUJPO -BOHVBHF
&OHMJTI
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BMM SFGFSFODF TPVSDFT UIF QFSNJTTJPO UP QVCMJTI BOE EJTTFNJOBUF UIF BCTUSBDU PG UIF BCPWFNFOUJPOFE EJTTFSUBUJPO
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*O UIJT UIFTJT * DPOEVDUFE OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPOT UP TUVEZ UIF nPX CFIBWJPS PG EFOTF
QBSUJDMF nPXT DPNQPTFE PG IBSE QBSUJDMFT VOEFS QMBOBS TIFBS VTJOH UIF EJTDSFUF FMF
NFOU NFUIPE ɨF TJNVMBUJPOT XFSF DBSSJFE PVU JO UXP EJNFOTJPOBM TZTUFNT XIFSF
UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF NPEFMMFE BT DJSDVMBS EJTDT ɨF EJTDT BSF OPO#SPXOJBO BOE OFVUSBMMZ
CVPZBOU ɨF HSBOVMBS nPXT DBO CF FJUIFS ESZ PS JNNFSTFE JO B /FXUPOJBO nVJE XIFSF
UIF nVJE JT USFBUFE JO B NFBO mFME NBOOFS BOE SFQSFTFOUFE CZ B WFMPDJUZ QSPmMF ɨF
XPSLT UIBU BSF JODMVEFE JO UIJT UIFTJT DBO CF EJWJEFE JOUP UXP QBSUT
ɨF mSTU 	1BQFS Ě ĚĚ
 GPDVT PO UIF SIFPMPHZ PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH 	%45

HSBOVMBS nPXT VOEFS TUFBEZ QMBOBS TIFBS 	JF XJUI B DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF γ˙
 ɨF %45
CFIBWJPS JT SFQSPEVDFE VTJOH UIF DSJUJDBM MPBE NPEFM 	$-.
 XIFSF B UISFTIPME GPSDF
JT JOUSPEVDFE GPS EFUFSNJOJOH XIFUIFS UIFSF JT GSJDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF EJTDT BU DPOUBDU "
DPOUBDU JT GSJDUJPOBM JG UIF OPSNBM GPSDF CFUXFFO UIF EJTDT JT MBSHFS UIBO UIF UISFTIPME
*U JT GPVOE UIBU B LFZ QBSBNFUFS UIBU DPOUSPMT UIF SIFPMPHZ PG TVDI nPX JT UIF GSBDUJPO
PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT χG EFmOFE BT UIF SBUJP PG UIF OVNCFS PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT UP UIF
UPUBM OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT #Z QFSGPSNJOH TJNVMBUJPOT VOEFS DPOUSPMMFE JNQPTFE QSFT
TVSF XF BSF BCMF UP JOWFTUJHBUF CFIBWJPST PG TVTQFOTJPOT DMPTF UP TIFBS KBNNJOH QPJOUT
BT XFMM BT TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI JOUFSNFEJBUF χG ɨF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT BSF UIFO QSFTFOUFE
XIJDI BSF VTFE UP QSFEJDU SIFPMPHZ PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH QBSUJDMF nPXT VO
EFS WBSJPVT TIFBS QSPUPDPMT ɨF UZQFT PG QBSUJDMF nPXT SBOHF GSPN WJTDPVT TVTQFOTJPOT
XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF TUSJDUMZ PWFSEBNQFE TP UIBU UIF QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BSF OFHMJHJCMF UP
ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BSF EPNJOBOU BT XFMM BT TVTQFOTJPOT XIFSF
CPUI QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BOE WJTDPVT ESBH JT JNQPSUBOU
ɨF TFDPOE QBSU 	1BQFS ĚĚĚ BOE Ěħ
 GPDVTFT PO UIF CFIBWJPST PG EFOTF WJTDPVT TVTQFO
TJPOT VOEFS PTDJMMBUPSZ QMBOBS TIFBS ɨF TJNVMBUJPOT XFSF DPOEVDUFE CPUI XJUI DPO
TUBOU QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BOE DPOTUBOU JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF ɨF PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS JT FJUIFS B
QVSF PTDJMMBUJPO 	JF γ˙(U) = γ cos(ωU)
 PS XJUI BO FYUSB PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS QBSBMMFM UP B
QSJNBSZ TIFBS 	JF γ˙(U) = γ˙ + γ˙ cos(ωU)
 *U JT GPVOE UIBU CZ IBWJOH BO PTDJMMBUPSZ
TIFBS QBSBMMFM UP UIF QSJNBSZ TIFBS UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT EFDSFBTFE 'VSUIFS
NPSF UIF TIFBS KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT GPS UIF TVTQFOTJPOT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOBM
QBSUJDMFT BSF GPVOE UP CF JODSFBTFE VOEFS PTDJMMBUJPO DPOEJUJPOT QPTTJCMZ EVF UP UIF
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"DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT
ɨJT UIFTJT NBSLT UIBU * BN UPXBSET UIF FOE PG NZ 1I% TUVEZ -PPLJOH CBDL UIF
QBTTJOH GPVS ZFBST IBWF CFFO B GBOUBTUJD BOE VOJRVF FYQFSJFODF JO NZ MJGF ɨJT PG
DPVSTF XPVME OPU CF QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU UIF IFMQ BOE TVQQPSU GSPN NBOZ QFPQMF
'JSTU PG BMM * XPVME MJLF UP FYQSFTT NZ EFFQFTU HSBUJUVEF UP NZ NBJO TVQFSWJTPS .BSUJO
5SVMTTPO GPS BMM UIF BEWJDF TVQQPSU BOE HVJEBODF EVSJOH UIJT KPVSOFZ PG 1I% TUVEZ *U
IBT CFFO B HSFBU QMFBTVSF UP XPSL XJUI ZPV ɨBOL ZPV GPS PĊFSJOH NF UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ
UP XPSL PO UIJT 1I% QSPKFDU BOE JOUSPEVDJOH NF UP UIF mFME PG TVTQFOTJPO EZOBNJDT
* IBWF MFBSOFE B MPU EVSJOH UIF GPVS ZFBST :PV IBWF BMXBZT CFFO JOTQJSJOH QBUJFOU BOE
IFMQGVM ɨBOL ZPV GPS UIF FOPSNPVT UJNF BOE FĊPSU ZPV IBWF DPOUSJCVUFE UP NZ 1I%
TUVEZ BOE UP UIJT UIFTJT
* XPVME BMTP MJLF UP UIBOL NZ EFQVUZ TVQFSWJTPST +PBLJN 4UFOIBNNFS BOE +BO 'PSTNBO
GPS QSPPG SFBEJOH NZ UIFTJT BOE IFMQJOH NF LFFQJOH USBDL PG NZ TUVEZ QMBO +PBLJN
ZPV BSF BMXBZT DIFFSGVM BOE JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UP UBML UP ZPV ɨBOL ZPV GPS BMM UIF GSVJUGVM
EJTDVTTJPOT +BO ZPV BSF BMXBZT TP DBSJOH BOE UIBOL ZPV GPS BMM ZPVS TVQQPSU BOE BMTP
UIF IFMQ UIBU ZPV QSPWJEFE GPS NZ UFBDIJOH PG UIF DPVSTFT
.JLFBM -VOE UIBOL ZPV GPS UIF UFDIOJDBM TVQQPSUT BMTP UIF BEWJDF GPS JNQSPWJOH
NZ UFBDIJOH 6MG 3ZEF UIBOL ZPV GPS ZPVS UJNF GPS NZ TUVEZ QMBO NFFUJOH 7BMFSB
7FSZB[PW UIBOLT GPS LJOEMZ BOTXFSJOH NZ RVFTUJPOT JO UIF RVBOUVN DIFNJTUSZ BOE UIF
NBUI DPVSTFT .BHOVT 6MMOFS UIBOL ZPV GPS BMM UIF JOUFSFTUJOH DIBUT .BSJF 4LFQÚ
UIBOLT GPS CFJOH DBSJOH BOE FODPVSBHJOH &SJL )FEFHÌSE UIBOL ZPV GPS IFMQJOH NF
JO UIF QSPKFDU JO UIF RVBOUVN DIFNJTUSZ DPVSTF * XBOU BMTP UP UIBOL 1BVMB -FDLJVT
GPS IFS BTTJTUBODF JO NBLJOH UIF DPWFS PG UIJT UIFTJT BOE BMTP TDIFEVMJOH UIF QSJOUJOH PG
UIF UIFTJT .BOZ UIBOLT UP .BSJB -ÚWHSFO .BSJB 4ÚEFSHSFO BOE )FMFOB 1FSTTPO GPS
UBLJOH DBSF PG BMM UIF BENJOJTUSBUJWF XPSLT
ɨBOLT (JVMJP 5FTFJ GPS IFMQJOH NF UP QSFQBSF GPS NZ UFBDIJOH ɨJBHP *UP BOE %ØSB
#ÈSEGBMWZ UIBOL ZPV GPS LJOEMZ PĊFSJOHNF IFMQ XIFO * NPWFE BOE GPS BMM UIF GVO DIBUT
5P "SJG ,BNBM BOE "OUBSB 1BM UIBOL ZPV GPS TIBSJOH ZPVS FYQFSJFODF PG HSPXJOH QMBOUT
5P -VJHJ (FOUJMF BOE "SJG 	BHBJO
 UIBOL ZPV GPS UIF IFMQ XIFO * XSPUF NZ MJDFOUJBUF
UIFTJT 5P *SJB #PMB×P JU JT OJDF UP TIBSF PċDF XJUI ZPV BOE UIBOLT GPS UIF TOBDLT 5P
5PS 4FXSJOH BOE ;BLJZFI :PVTFmBO JU JT OJDF UP XPSL JO UIF TBNF HSPVQ XJUI ZPV BOE
XJTI ZPV BMM UIF CFTU
5P.BSJB +BOTTPO 4UFQIBOJF +FQIUIBI &MMFO 3JFMPĊ 0DUBW $BMEBSBSV +PFM $SFVU[CFSH
.BKEB .JTJOJ *HOKBUPWJD (FOH %POH 7JEBS "TQFMJO 4BNVFM 4UFOCFSH 4BSB )BE
EBEJ +VTUJO #FSHNBOO &SJD 'BHFSCFSH 4BNVFM -FOUPO &SOTU -BSTTPO 7JMIFMN &L
CFSH .BHOF 5PSCKÚSOTTPO "NBOEB &SJLTTPO 4LPH .BSDP 1PMJNFOJ -JOEB .ÌOTTPO
WJ
4UFGBO )FSW)BOTFO ,SJTUJO )ZMUFHSFO .POB ,PEFS )BNJE )POH +JBOH (VBORVO
%V +PÍP .BSUJOT 1PMJOB /BJEKPOPLB +BTQFS *NNJOL .BYJNF #FSHNBO +PO 1BMMCP
"SWJETTPO +FOOJGFS (JMCFSU "YFM 3àUFS .BSJB 7BMM %FQFSBT BOE BMM UIF DVSSFOU BOE
QSFWJPVT DPMMFBHVFT JO UIF EJWJTJPOT PG ɨFPSFUJDBM $IFNJTUSZ BOE 1IZTJDBM $IFNJTUSZ
* NJHIU NJTT OPX UIBOL ZPV BMM GPS NBLJOH UIF XPSLJOH FOWJSPONFOU XFMDPNJOH BOE
KPZGVM * SFBMMZ FOKPZ BMM UIF GVO DIBUT BOE EJTDVTTJPOT EVSJOH mLB MVODI BOE BGUFSXPSLT
* XBOU BMTP UP UIBOL NZ $IJOFTF GSJFOET )POHEVP -V BOE 'FJGFJ 1FOH UIBOL ZPV GPS
BMXBZT CFJOH OJDF BOE XJMMJOH UP IFMQ XIFOFWFS * OFFE BOE BMTP GPS BMM UIF EFMJDJPVT
GPPE .BOZ UIBOLT UP -JMJ $BP ,FOB -J +JYJOH %JOH 3VJZV -JO +JBO 8BOH 3POH
4VO 9JBPOBO )V BOE 9JBPZBO -JV GPS BMM UIF HPPE UJNF XF IBWF TQFOU QJDOJDLJOH
QJDLJOH NVTISPPNT QMBZJOH DBSE HBNFT FUD
WJJ
1PQVMBS TDJFOUJmD TVNNBSZ JO &OHMJTI
*O UIJT UIFTJT * TUVEZ UIF SIFPMPHZ PG EFOTF QBSUJDMF nPXT ɨF UFSN iSIFPMPHZw SFGFST UP
UIF TUVEZ PG UIF nPX PG NBUFSJBMT 'PS FYBNQMF XIFO XF TBZ UIBU CMPPE JT UIJDLFS UIBO
XBUFS XF BSF BDUVBMMZ UBMLJOH BCPVU UIBU CMPPE IBT B IJHIFS WJTDPTJUZ UIBO XBUFS 7JTDPT
JUZ JT POF PG UIF NPTU DPNNPOMZ DIBSBDUFSJTFE QSPQFSUJFT JO SIFPMPHZ *U NFBTVSFT UIF
SFTJTUBODF PG B nVJE JO SFTQPOTF UP B EFGPSNBUJPO BU B DFSUBJO SBUF ɨF UFSN iQBSUJDMF
nPXw DBO CF JOUFSQSFUFE BT nPX PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT " HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM JT B CVODI PG
TPMJE QBSUJDMFT XIJDI BSF VTVBMMZ NBDSPTDPQJD JO TJ[F "MUIPVHI UIF OBNF iHSBOVMBS NB
UFSJBMTw NJHIU OPU TPVOE GBNJMJBS FYBNQMFT PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF GPVOE FWFSZXIFSF
JO EBJMZ MJGF
'MPVS JT BDUVBMMZ B HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM 8IFO QPVSJOH nPVS JOUP B KBS B
HSBOVMBS nPX JT DSFBUFE %VSJOH UIJT QSPDFTT UIF nPVS GPSNT B DPOF
TIBQF JO UIF KBS ɨJT JT CFDBVTF UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO nPVS HSBJOT
	FH GSJDUJPO DPIFTJPO
 NBOBHF UP CBMBODF UIF HSBWJUZ GPSDF ɨF
MBSHFTU JOUFSOBM BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF DPOF TVSGBDF BOE UIF IPSJ[POUBM
QMBOF JT DPNNPOMZ NFBTVSFE UP DIBSBDUFSJTF B HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM SF
nFDUJOH UIF TVSGBDF QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF HSBJOT "GUFS UIF KBS JT mMMFE VQ
POF DBO DBMDVMBUF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO UP NFBTVSF IPX EFOTF UIF nPVS JT
JO UIF KBS XIJDI JT EFmOFE BT UIF SBUJP CFUXFFO UIF WPMVNF PG UIF
nPVS BOE UIF UPUBM WPMVNF PG UIF KBS 6TVBMMZ JG ZPV UBQ UIF KBS UIFSF
XJMM CF NPSF TQBDF DSFBUFE PO UIF UPQ *O PUIFS XPSET UIF nPVS CF
DPNFT DPNQBDUFE 	JF SFBDIFE B IJHIFS QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO
 ɨJT JT JO
GBDU B DPNNPOMZ VTFE UFDIOJRVF JO FOHJOFFSJOH UP HFOFSBUF HSBOVMBS
NBUFSJBMT XJUI IJHIFS QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT
8IJMF UIF BCPWF FYBNQMF HJWFO BCPWF JT B ESZ HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM 	JF UIF NBUFSJBM DPO
TJTU PG POMZ QBSUJDMFT BOE OP nVJE
 HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT DBO BMTP SFGFS UP TZTUFNT XIFSF
UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE (SBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT DBO EJTQMBZ B XJEF SBOHF PG
CFIBWJPST
*G ZPV BSF B GBO PG BEWFOUVSF mDUJPOT ZPV BSF QFSIBQT GBNJMJBS
XJUI UIF UFSN iRVJDLTBOEw UIPTF EFBEMZ USBQT UIBU BQQFBS JO
UIF XJME BXBJUJOH DBSFMFTT USBWFMMFST TUFQQJOH PO UIFN CZ BD
DJEFOU DBVTJOH UIF USBWFMMFST UP TJOL BOE ESPXO 2VJDLTBOE
JT B UZQJDBM FYBNQMF PG B TIFBS UIJOOJOH HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM BM
UIPVHI JO SFBMJUZ JU JT VTVBMMZ OPU UIBU EBOHFSPVT TJODF B QFSTPO
XJMM OPU TJOL FOUJSFMZ "T JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF OBNF UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG
B TIFBS UIJOOJOH NBUFSJBM EFDSFBTFT JO SFTQPOTF UP FYUFSOBM EF
GPSNBUJPO PS TUSFTT *O UIF DBTF PG RVJDLTBOE UIF TUSFTT DPNFT
GSPN UIF QFSTPO XIP TUFQT PO JU ɨF WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF RVJDLTBOE
EFDSFBTFT DBVTJOH UIF QFSTPO UP TJOL GBTUFS
WJJJ
0PCMFDL 	TVTQFOTJPOT PG DPSO TUBSDI JO XBUFS XJUI B IJHI QBDL
JOH GSBDUJPO PG UIF TUBSDI
 JT BO FYBNQMF XIJDI EJTQMBZT BO PQ
QPTJUF CFIBWJPS DPNQBSFE UP RVJDLTBOE JF UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG
UIF NBUFSJBM JODSFBTFT XIFO JU JT TVCKFDUFE UP FYUFSOBM EFGPSN
BUJPOTTUSFTTFT ɨJT JT VTVBMMZ JMMVTUSBUFE CZ UIF FYQFSJNFOU
XIFSF ZPV TFF B QFSTPO SVO PS KVNQ PO B QPPM PG 0PCMFDL
XJUIPVU TJOLJOH IPXFWFS UIF QFSTPO TJOLT JG IFTIF TUBOET TUJMM
ɨJT JT CFDBVTF UIF NBUFSJBM UIJDLFOT XIFO UIF QFSTPO SVOT PS
KVNQT FOBCMJOH JU UP TVQQPSU UIF XFJHIU PG UIF QFSTPO
8JUI UIF MBSHF WBSJFUZ PG UIF HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BOE UIFJS QSPQFSUJFT UIF NFDIBOJTNT
PG UIFTF QSPQFSUJFT BT XFMM BT IPX UP DPOUSPM UIFN SFNBJOT VODMFBS .Z XPSL BJNT UP
QSPNPUF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF CFIBWJPST PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BOE mOE QPTTJCMF XBZT
UP QSFEJDU PS DPOUSPM UIFN * TUVEZ IPX UIF HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT CFIBWF VOEFS QMBOBS
TIFBS JF XIFO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF DPOmOFE CFUXFFO UXP XBMMT BOE EFGPSNBUJPOT
BSF BQQMJFE CZ NPWJOH UIF QMBOFT ɨF TUVEJFT BSF EPOF VTJOH DPNQVUFS TJNVMBUJPOT
5P TJNQMJGZ UIF QSPCMFN * BTTVNF UIBU BMM UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF EJTDT 	UXP EJNFOTJPOBM
TQIFSFT
 BOE UIBU UIFZ EP OPU EFGPSN * GVSUIFS BTTVNF UIBU UIF HSBWJUZ GPSDF BDUJOH PO
UIF QBSUJDMFT DBO CF JHOPSFE * GPDVT PO UIF LFZ GBDUPST UIBU BĊFDU UIF TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH
CFIBWJPST PG UIF HSBOVMBS nPXT BOE QSPQPTF FRVBUJPOT UP QSFEJDU IPX UIFTF nPXT XJMM
CFIBWF BU WBSJPVT DPOEJUJPOT "OPUIFS GPDVT PG NZ XPSL JT USZJOH UP FYQMBJO XIZ UIF
WJTDPTJUJFT PG UIF HSBOVMBS nPXT EFDSFBTF XIFO PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF BQQMJFE
JY
1PQVMÊSWFUFOTLBQMJH TBNNBOGBUUOJOH QÌ TWFOTLB
.JO BWIBOEMJOH GPLVTFSB QÌ SFPMPHJ BW HSBOVMÊSB NBUFSJBM 3FPMPHJ ÊS WFUFOTLBQFO PN
NBUFSJBMnÚEFTFHFOTLBQ 5JMM FYFNQFM OÊS NBO TÊHFS BUU CMPE ÊS UKPDLBSF ÊO WBUUFO TÌ
NFOBS NBO FHFOUMJHFO BUU CMPE IBS FUU IÚHSF WJTLPTJUFU ÊO WBUUFO 7JTLPTJUFU CFTLSJWFS
IVS QBTT CSB FUU NBUFSJBM LBO nÚEB &UU HSBOVMÊSU NBUFSJBM ÊS 	J TUPSB ESBH
 FO TBNMJOH
BW GBTUB QBSUJLMBS WBOMJHUWJT TUÚSSF ÊO FO NJLSPNFUFS 	VOHFGÊS TPN UKPDLMFLFO QÌ FUU
IÌSTUSÌFMMFS EJBNFUFSO QÌ FO SÚE CMPELSPQQ
 7BOMJHUWJT TÌ TUVEFSBT EFTTB HSBOVMÊSB NB
UFSJBM TPN EF ÊS EWT J UPSSU UJMMTUÌOE FMMFS TÌ CMBOEBS NBO EFN J FO WÊUTLB %FU TFOBSF
LBMMBT GÚS FO TVTQFOTJPO
%V LBOTLF LÊOOFS JOUF UJMM OBNOFU iHSBOVMÊSU NBUFSJBMw NFO GBLUVN ÊS BUU HSBOVMÊ
SB NBUFSJBM ÊS WÊMEJHU WBOMJHB J EFU EBHMJH MJWFU 5ÊOL UFY QÌ OÊS EV IÊMMFS NKÚM J FO
CVSL %FU ÊS FUU nÚEF BW FUU HSBOVMÊSU NBUFSJBM (SBOVMÊSB NBUFSJBM WJTBS PMJLB GZTJLBMJT
LB FHFOTLBQFS ,WJDLTBOE TPN PGUBTU CFTLSJWT TPN FO EÚEMJH GBSB J ÊWFOUZSTmMNFS PDI
CÚDLFS ÊS FUU UZQFYFNQMF QÌ FUU TLKVWUVOOBOEF 	FO SFPMPHJTL FHFOTLBQ
 NBUFSJBM .B
UFSJBMFU WBST WJTLPTJUFU NJOTLBS QÌ HSVOE BW EFGPSNBUJPOFOFS FMMFS TQÊOOJOHBS * EFUUB
GBMMFU LPNNFS TQÊOOJOHFO 	EWT USZDLFU
 GSÌO NÊOOJTLBO TPN USBNQBS QÌ LWJDLTBOEFO
,WJDLTBOEFOT WJTLPTJUFU NJOTLB PDI FO NÊOOJTLB TKVOLFS TOBCCU OFE J LWJDLTBOEFO
0PCMFDL TPN CFTUÌS BW WBUUFO PDI NBKTTUÊSLFMTF ÊS FUU BOOBU FYFNQFM QÌ FUU HSBOVMÊSU
NBUFSJBM PDI TPN CFUFS TJH J NPTUBUT UJMM LWJDLTBOE TÌ ÚLBS PPCMFDL TJO WJTLPTJUFU QÌ
HSVOE BW EFGPSNBUJPOFS FMMFS TQÊOOJOHBS 5FY LBO FO NÊOOJTLB TQSJOHB FMMFS IPQQB QÌ
PPCMFDL VUBO BUU IFO IJOOFS TKVOLB OFE 0N EV TUÌS TUJMMB TÌ TKVOLFS EV EÊSFNPU OFE J
PPCMFDLFO
.FLBOJTNFSOB TPN TUZS EF PMJLB FHFOTLBQFSOB IPT HSBOVMÊSB NBUFSJBM ÊS EPDL GPSGB
SBOEF JOUF IFMU LMBSMBHEB .JO GPSTLOJOH TZGUBS UJMM GÚS FO CÊUUSF GÚSTUÌFMTF GÚS HSBOVMÊSB
NBUFSJBMFOT CFUFFOEF PDI EFTT VOEFSMJHHBOEF NFLBOJTNFS .FE IKÊMQ BW EBUPSTJNVMF
SJOHBS TÌ IBS KBH CMBOE BOOBU TUVEFSBU TLKVWUKPDLBOEF TVTQFOTJPOFS 	TPN UFY PPCMFDL






(SBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF QJMFT PG EJTDSFUF QBSUJDMFT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMF TJ[F JT UZQJDBMMZ MBS
HFS UIBO N BOE BSF JO HFOFSBM QPMZEJTQFSTF JO CPUI TJ[F BOE TIBQF ɨF QBSUJDMFT
DBO FJUIFS CF ESZ PS JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE XJUI UIF MBUUFS DBTF CFJOH DBMMFE TVTQFOTJPOT
(SBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF XJEFMZ TFFO JO WBSJPVT JOEVTUSJFT BOE OBUVSBM QSPDFTTFT GSPN
EBJMZ QSPEVDUT TVDI BT QBJOU BOE UPPUI QBTUF UP DPOTUSVDUJPO NBUFSJBMT TVDI BT DFNFOU
BOE DPODSFUF PS HFPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT MBOETMJEJOH<ðoò> FWFO UIF BTUFSPJE CFMU DBO
CF WJFXFE BT B HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM<ó> 6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF CFIBWJPVS PG HSBOVMBS NBUFS
JBMT JT UIFSFGPSF PG HSFBU JNQPSUBODF GPS EFTJHOJOH OFX NBUFSJBMT QSPIJCJUJOH HFPMPHJD
IB[BSE FUD
"U mSTU HMBODF B HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM NJHIU TFFN UP CF B TJNQMF TZTUFN "GUFS BMM UIF
NPUJPO PG B TJOHMF QBSUJDMF JT XFMM EFTDSJCFE CZ /FXUPOT TFDPOE MBX "T GPS UIF GPSDFT
CFUXFFO UXP QBSUJDMFT PS CFUXFFO B QBSUJDMF BOE nVJE JO UIF DBTF PG TVTQFOTJPOT UIFSF BSF
WBSJPVT UIFPSJFT BU IBOE GPS EFTDSJCJOH UIFN 'PS FYBNQMF )FSU[ MBX<ô> BOE $PVMPNC
GSJDUJPO<õ> BSF QPQVMBS XBZT PG EFTDSJCJOH UIF GPSDFT CFUXFFO UXP SFQVMTJWF QBSUJDMFT
BU DPOUBDU GPS OPSNBM GPSDFT BOE UBOHFOUJBM GPSDFT SFTQFDUJWFMZ BT UIFZ BSF TJNQMF ZFU
BCMF UP SFQSPEVDF NPTU PG UIF QIZTJDT *O DBTFT PG QBSUJDMFT JO B nVJE GPSDFT FYFSUFE
PO UIF QBSUJDMFT GSPN UIF nVJE BSF BMTP XFMM TUVEJFE BOE NBOZ FRVBUJPOT IBWF CFFO
QSPQPTFE GPS EJĊFSFOU DPOEJUJPOT<ö ÷> GPS FYBNQMF 4UPLFT ESBH<ø> JT POF PG UIF XJEFMZ
VTFE FRVBUJPOT XIJDI OJDFMZ SFQSPEVDFT UIF CFIBWJPST PG TQIFSJDBM QBSUJDMFT JO MBNJOBS
nPXT :FU HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT EJTQMBZ B XJEF SBOHF PG VOJRVF CFIBWJPVST 'PS FYBNQMF
UIF QSFTTVSF BU UIF CPUUPN PG B QJMF PG TBOE TBUVSBUFT RVJDLMZ BOE EPFT OPU GVSUIFS
JODSFBTF BT UIF IFJHIU PG UIF QJMF HFUT MBSHFS LOPXO BT +BOTTFOT FĊFDU<ðï> XIJMF QSFTTVSF
GPS B OPSNBM nVJE XJMM JODSFBTF JOEFmOJUFMZ XJUI IFJHIU "OPUIFS FYBNQMF JT UIBU B QJMF
ð
PG TBOE SFRVJSFT B DSJUJDBM JODMJOF BOHMF UP TUBSU nPXJOH XIJDI JT WBMJE BMTP GPS HSBOVMBS
NBUFSJBMT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOMFTT QBSUJDMFT XIJMF BO PSEJOBSZ nPX EPFT OPU SFRVJSF
TVDI B DSJUJDBM BOHMF *O BEEJUJPO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BMTP EJMBUF BU nPX ɨF CFIBWJPS
PG HSBOVMBS nPXT BMTP WBSJFT XJUI DPODFOUSBUJPO JO UIF EJMVUF SFHJNF UIF HSBOVMBS nPXT
DBO CF TFFO BT B EJTTJQBUJWF BOBMPHVF PG DMBTTJD HBT JO UIF EFOTF SFHJNF HSBOVMBS nPXT
BSF TIFBSSBUF EFQFOEFOU BOE IBWF DPNQMFY SIFPMPHZ<ð ñ ðð> .PTU PG UIFTF QSPQFSUJFT
BSF OPU XFMM VOEFSTUPPE BOE SFRVJSF GVSUIFS JOWFTUJHBUJPO
4FWFSBM EJċDVMUJFT IJOEFS BO BDDVSBUF EFTDSJQUJPO PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT 1BSUJDMFT JO
HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF VTVBMMZ NBDSPTDPQJD JO TJ[F BOE UIFSNBM nVDUVBUJPOT BSF UIFSF
GPSF OFHMJHJCMF ɨF MBDL PG UIFSNBM nVDUVBUJPOT JOIJCJUT HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT UP FYQMPSF
QIBTF TQBDF XIJDI DBO PUIFSXJTF CF XFMM EFTDSJCFE CZ TUBUJTUJDBM UIFSNPEZOBNJDT "O
PUIFS EJċDVMUZ JT UIBU UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QBSUJDMFT JO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF IJHIMZ
EJTTJQBUJWF XIJDI BMTP EJTUJOHVJTI UIFN GSPN UIF TZTUFNT EFTDSJCFE UISPVHI DMBTTJD TUBU
JTUJDBM QIZTJDT *O BEEJUJPO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT MBDL B DMFBS TDBMF TFQBSBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF
TDBMFT PG TJOHMF HSBOVMBS QBSUJDMF BOE UIF XIPMF HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT XIJDI NBLFT UIF
DPOUJOVVN EFTDSJQUJPO PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT OPOUSJWJBM<ð ñ>
%JĊFSFOU UFDIOJRVFT IBWF CFFO FNQMPZFE UP TUVEZ HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT 1IPUPFMBTUJD
QBSUJDMFT BSF VTFE UP WJTVBMJTF GPSDF EJTUSJCVUJPO JO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT<ðñ> 7BSJPVT UPNP
HSBQIZ UFDIOJRVFT TVDI BT FMFDUSJDBM UPNPHSBQIZ<ðò> BOE 9SBZ UPNPHSBQIZ<ðó> BSF VTFE
UP NFBTVSF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT 3IFPMPHZ PG HSBOVMBS nPXT DBO CF
TUVEJFE VTJOH SIFPNFUFST XJUI EJĊFSFOU TFUVQT TVDI BT QMBOBS TIFBS $PVFUUF DFMM<ðô>
JODMJOFE QMBOF<ðõ> BOE SPUBUJOH ESVN<ðö> "QBSU GSPN UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUBM UFDIOJRVFT
OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPOT BSF BMTP QPXFSGVM UPPMT UP TUVEZ HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BOE HJWF BDDFTT
UP QSPQFSUJFT TVDI BT UIF OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT XIJDI BSF EJċDVMU UP NFBTVSF FYQFSJNFOU
BMMZ
*ONZ SFTFBSDI * TUVEZ UIF SIFPMPHZ PG EFOTF HSBOVMBS nPXT TVCKFDUFE UP TIFBS CPUI XJUI
BOE XJUIPVU JOUFSTUJUJBM nVJE VTJOH EJTDSFUF FMFNFOU NFUIPE 	%&.
 TJNVMBUJPOT XIFSF
QBSUJDMFT BSF EFTDSJCFE EJTDSFUFMZ BOE UIF nVJE JT USFBUFE BT B DPOUJOVVN * TQFDJmDBMMZ
GPDVT PO UXP BTQFDUT POF JT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH CFIBWJPS XIFSF * USZ UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF SPMF
PG NJDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO JF BU QBSUJDMF DPOUBDU MFWFM BOE DPOTUSVDU DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT GPS
TVDI nPXT UIF PUIFS JT PTDJMMBUPSZ nPXT XIFSF * TUVEZ UIF WJTDPTJUZ SFEVDUJPO BT XFMM BT
TIJGU JO TIFBS KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO UIBU SFTVMU GSPN PTDJMMBUJPOT ɨF QBSUJDMFT JO
UIF HSBOVMBS nPXT * TUVEZ BSF IBSE EJTDT 	JF UXP EJNFOTJPOBM TQIFSJDBM QBSUJDMFT
 XIJDI
BSF SFQVMTJWF 	JF XJUIPVU BOZ DPIFTJPOBUUSBDUJPO
 BOE OPO#SPXOJBO 	JF BMM UIFSNBM
nVDUVBUJPOT BSF OFHMFDUFE
 ɨF QBSUJDMFT BSF DPOTJEFSFE UP CF OFVUSBMMZ CVPZBOU BOE
UIF nVJE UIFZ BSF JNNFSTFE JO JT /FXUPOJBO 	JF TUSFTTFT SFTQPOE MJOFBSMZ UP TIFBSSBUF













XIFSF 7particle JT UIF WPMVNF PDDVQJFE CZ UIF QBSUJDMFT BOE 7total UIF WPMVNF PDDVQJFE
CZ UIF XIPMF HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM<ð> %FQFOEJOH PO IPX UIF QBDLJOH JT DSFBUFE HSBOVMBS
QBDLJOHT DBO SFNBJO TUBCMF PWFS B XJEF SBOHF PG QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT GSPN B MPPTFTU GSBD
UJPO UP B EFOTFTU GSBDUJPO 'PS NPOPEJTQFSTF IBSE TQIFSFT POF PG UIF TJNQMFTU UZQFT
PG QBDLJOHT UIF EFOTFTU QBDLJOH DPSSFTQPOET UP B DSZTUBMMJOF TUSVDUVSF 	BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO
'JH ñð
 BOE UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO DBO CF DBMDVMBUFE BOBMZUJDBMMZ BT φ = . . . . JO
UISFF EJNFOTJPOT BOE . . . . JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT<ð÷> ɨF DSZTUBMMJOF TUSVDUVSFT BSF
IJHIMZ PSEFSFE BOE UIFSFGPSF JU JT VTVBMMZ EJċDVMU GPS HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT UP PCUBJO DSZT
UBMMJOF TUSVDUVSFT *O NPSF DPNNPO TJUVBUJPOT UIF HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF SBOEPNMZ
QBDLFE 'PS SBOEPNMZ QBDLFE HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT UIF NBYJNVN QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JT
CFMPX UIF DSZTUBMMJOF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BOE VTVBMMZ SFGFSSFE UP BT SBOEPN DMPTF QBDLJOH
	3$1
 *O UISFF EJNFOTJPOT φRCP  .<ðø> JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT WBSJPVT WBMVFT PG
φRCP CFUXFFO . BOE . IBWF CFFO SFQPSUFE<ñï ñð> *O UIF PQQPTJUF MJNJU UIF
MPPTFTU QBDLJOH JT SFGFSSFE UP BT SBOEPN MPPTF QBDLJOH 	3-1
 XIJDI JT UIF NJOJNVN
QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO XIFSF UIF QBDLJOHT BSF TUJMM BCMF UP TVTUBJO TUSFTTFT *O UISFF EJNFOTJPOT
φRLP  . BOE JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT φRLP  .<ññ>
ò
'JHVSF  " TLFUDI PG NPOPEJTQFSTF IBSE TQIFSFT JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT TIPXJOH B IFYBHPOBM QBDLJOH BT JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF
CMBDL MJOFT
*O SFBMJUZ QBSUJDMFT JO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF VTVBMMZ PG EJĊFSFOU TJ[FT "O BOBMZTJT PG
QBDLJOHT PG CJEJTQFSTF TQIFSFT 	'JH ññ
 TIPXT UIBU QBDLJOHT PG QBSUJDMFT PG EJĊFSFOU TJ[FT
DBO SFBDI B IJHIFS φRCP UIBO UIBU GPS NPOPEJTQFSTF QBDLJOHT<ð> *U TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU
'JH ññ JT BO BOBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPO DBMDVMBUFE CZ BTTVNJOH UIF TJ[F EJĊFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF
MBSHF BOE TNBMM QBSUJDMFT BSF TVċDJFOUMZ MBSHF ɨF NBYJNVN QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO CFDPNFT
TNBMMFS JG UIF TJ[FT PG UIF UXP UZQFT PG QBSUJDMFT HFU DMPTFS UP FBDI PUIFS " SBOEPNMZ
'JHVSF  "OBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPOT PG QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ PG QBDLJOHT PG CJEJTQFSTF TQIFSFT BT GVODUJPO PG GSBDUJPO PG MBSHF
QBSUJDMFT $ SFQSPEVDFE GSPN <> 5IF HSFZ EBTIFE MJOFT JOEJDBUF WBMVFT PG DSZTUBMMJOF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ = .
BOE SBOEPN DMPTF QBDLJOH φ = . GPS B NPOPEJTQFSTF QBDLJOH
QBDLFE HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM IBT B QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO CFUXFFO φRLP BOE φRCP *O NBOZ
JOEVTUSJBM BQQMJDBUJPOT IJHIFS QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT BSF QSFGFSSFE JO PSEFS UP TBWF TQBDF
	FH JO USBOTQPSUBUJPO PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT
 PS UP JODSFBTF UIF TUSFOHUI 	FH JO DFNFOU

ɨFSF BSF UXP NBJO TUSBUFHJFT UP JODSFBTF UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO PG B SBOEPNMZ QBDLFE
HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBM UISPVHI VOJBYJBM DPNQSFTTJPO PS UISPVHI WJCSBUJPO<ð> ɨF GPSNFS
JT EPOF CZ JNQPTJOH B OPSNBM TUSFTT PO UPQ PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT VTJOH B QJTUPO "T UIF
OPSNBM TUSFTT JODSFBTFT QBSUJDMFT JO UIF NBUFSJBM mSTU VOEFSHPFT TNBMM SFBSSBOHFNFOUT
ó
UIFO TUBSU UP EFGPSN BOE FWFOUVBMMZ CSFBL<ñò> 7JCSBUJPO JT EPOF CZ BUUBDIJOH B TIBLFS
UP UIF NBUFSJBM XIJDI BMMPXT QBSUJDMFT UP SFBSSBOHF XJUIPVU EFGPSNJOH 7JCSBUJPOT BSF
VTVBMMZ DBSSJFE PVU BT UBQT XIJDI BMMPXT UIF NBUFSJBM UP SFMBY CFUXFFO FBDI QFSJPE PG
WJCSBUJPO UP FMJNJOBUF UIF JOnVFODF PG UIF GSFRVFODZ PG WJCSBUJPO 1BDLJOH GSBDUJPOT
JODSFBTF XJUI UIF OVNCFS PG UBQT BU UIF CFHJOOJOH BOE TBUVSBUF BGUFS DFSUBJO OVNCFS
PG UBQT ɨJT DPVME CF EVF UP UIBU UIF GSFF TQBDF SFEVDFT JO UIF QSPDFTT PG DPNQBDUJPO
XIJDI NBLFT JU NPSF EJċDVMU GPS UIF QBSUJDMFT UP SFBSSBOHF<ð>
ðð +BNNJOH BOE OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT
" UPQJD UIBU JT DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE UP DMPTF QBDLJOH JT KBNNJOH USBOTJUJPOT JF UIF USBOTJUJPO
CFUXFFO KBNNFE BOE VOKBNNFE TUBUFT *O B KBNNFE TUBUF UIF QBDLJOH JT BCMF UP SFT
JTU DFSUBJO TUSFTT XJUIPVU IBWJOH JSSFWFSTJCMF EFGPSNBUJPO XIJMF JO VOKBNNFE TUBUFT UIF
QBDLJOH JT GSFF UP nPX +BNNJOH PG TQIFSJDBM QBSUJDMFT DBO CF EJWJEFE JOUP UISFF DBUFHPS
JFT<ð÷> UIF mSTU JT MPDBM KBNNJOH XIFSF B QBSUJDMF JT MPDBMMZ DPOmOFE CZ JUT OFJHICPST ZFU
UIFZ BSF TUJMM BCMF UP NPWF UPHFUIFS BT B DMVTUFS 	JF UIF QBSUJDMFT BMXBZT NPWF XJUI UIFJS
OFJHICPST
 UIF TFDPOE JT DPMMFDUJWF KBNNJOH XIFSF QBSUJDMFT BSF OPU BCMF UP EJTQMBDF JO
HSPVQT CVU NBZ TUJMM NPWF JO SFTQPOTF UP FYUFSOBM TUSBJOJOH 	FH WJB TIFBSJOH
 UIF UIJSE
JT TUSJDU KBNNJOH XIFSF QBSUJDMFT BSF OPU BMMPXFE UP NPWF BU BMM *U TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU
XIJDI KBNNJOH DBUFHPSZ B HJWFO QBDLJOH CFMPOHT UP JT EFQFOEFOU PO CPVOEBSZ DPO
EJUJPOT 	FH IBSE XBMM CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPO PS QFSJPEJD CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPO
 BOE UIBU
JO UIF JOmOJUF WPMVNF MJNJU DPMMFDUJWF KBNNJOH JT UIF TBNF BT TUSJDU KBNNJOH 8IJMF
KBNNJOH USBOTJUJPO DBO VTVBMMZ CF BDIJFWFE CZ DPNQBDUJPO JU IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU
KBNNJOH DBO BMTP IBQQFO VOEFS TIFBS ɨF TIFBS KBNNJOH DBO CF DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B
TUSPOH GPSDF OFUXPSL UIBU QFSDPMBUF UISPVHIPVU UIF QBDLJOH<ñó> ɨF DPODFQU PG GPSDF
OFUXPSL XJMM CF JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO
/PX XF DPOTJEFS B QBDLJOH PG / GSJDUJPOMFTT IBSE QBSUJDMFT XJUI EJBNFUFS E XIFSF UIF
UPUBM OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT JO UIF QBDLJOH JT /D ɨF OVNCFS PG EFHSFFT PG GSFFEPN GPS
TVDI B TZTUFN JT/% XIFSF% JT UIF EJNFOTJPO PG UIF TZTUFN 'PS IBSE QBSUJDMFT UIF EJT
UBODF CFUXFFO DPPSEJOBUFT PG FBDI QBJS PG QBSUJDMFT BU DPOUBDU TIPVME FRVBM UIF QBSUJDMF
EJBNFUFS |rJ − rK| = E XIFSF rJ BOE rK BSF DPPSEJOBUFT PG UXP DPOUBDUJOH QBSUJDMFT J
BOE K 'PS /D DPOUBDUT XF IBWF /D TVDI FRVBUJPOT 5P CF BCMF UP mOE B TPMVUJPO PG UIF
/D FRVBUJPOT 	JF UP PCUBJO UIF DPPSEJOBUFT PG UIF QBSUJDMFT JO UIF QBDLJOH
 UIF OVN
CFS PG FRVBUJPOT OFFET UP CF MFTT UIBO UIF EFHSFFT PG GSFFEPN XIJDI HJWFT /D ≤ /%
0UIFSXJTF UIF TZTUFN JT PWFSEFUFSNJOFE 	JFNPSF FRVBUJPOT UIBO VOLOPXO WBSJBCMF

" PWFSEFUFSNJOFE TZTUFN EPFT OPU IBWF B VOJRVF TPMVUJPO 8F XJMM SFGFS UP /D ≤ /%
BT B DPPSEJOBUFT BSHVNFOU MBUFS PO
"U KBNNJOH UIF QBDLJOH JT JTPTUBUJD XIJDI JNQMJFT UIBU UIFSF JT GPSDF CBMBODF GPS FBDI
QBSUJDMF *G UIF QBDLJOH JT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOMFTT QBSUJDMFT UIFO XF POMZ OFFE UP DPO
ô
TJEFS OPSNBM GPSDFT XIJDI MFBET UP % FRVBUJPOT GPS FBDI QBSUJDMF BOE IFODF /% FRVB
UJPOT JO UPUBM 4JODF UIFSF JT POMZ POF OPSNBM GPSDF CFUXFFO FBDI QBJS PG DPOUBDUJOH
QBSUJDMFT UIF CBMBODF PG BOHVMBS NPNFOUVN JT BMXBZT GVMmMMFE ɨF VOLOPXO WBSJBCMFT
BSF UIF OPSNBM GPSDFT CFUXFFO BMM QBJST PG QBSUJDMFT BU DPOUBDU XIJDI FRVBMT/D *O PSEFS
UP mOE UIF TPMVUJPOT GPS UIF VOLOPXO WBSJBCMFT UIF OVNCFS PG FRVBUJPOT TIPVME CF MFTT
UIBO UIF OVNCFS PG WBSJBCMFT /% ≤ /D "U KBNNJOH CPUI UIF DPPSEJOBUFT BSHVNFOU
BOE GPSDF CBMBODF BSF GVMmMMFE MFBEJOH UP /D = /% %FmOF ; ≡ /D// XIJDI XF
SFGFS UP BT UIF 	BWFSBHF
 OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT 	PS BMUFSOBUJWFMZ DPPSEJOBUJPO OVNCFS
 "U
KBNNJOH ; = /%// = % XIJDI FRVBMT  JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT BOE  JO UISFF EJ
NFOTJPOT *G UIF QBDLJOH JT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT XF OFFE UP DPOTJEFS CPUI
GPSDF BOE BOHVMBS NPNFOUVN 'PS FBDI QBJS PG QBSUJDMFT BU DPOUBDU UIFSF BSF UXP WBSJ
BCMFT POF GPS UIF GPSDF BOE POF GPS UIF UPSRVF XIJDI HJWFT /D VOLOPXO WBSJBCMFT JO
UPUBM #FTJEFT % FRVBUJPOT GPS FBDI QBSUJDMFT UIFSF JT OPX BO FYUSB FRVBUJPO GSPN UIF
UPSRVF SFTVMUJOH JO /(% + ) FRVBUJPOT JO UPUBM ɨF GPSDF CBMBODF GPS UIF GSJDUJPOBM
QBDLJOHT UIFO HJWFT /(% + ) ≤ /D 5P GVMmM CPUI DPPSEJOBUFT BSHVNFOU BOE GPSDF
CBMBODF XF PCUBJO /(% + ) ≤ /D ≤ /% PS FRVJWBMFOUMZ % +  ≤ ; ≤ % GPS
QBDLJOHT PG GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT BU KBNNJOH<ð ñô>
ðñ 'PSDF EJTUSJCVUJPOT
"T TFFO JO UIF QSFWJPVT TFDUJPO GPSDFT QMBZ B DSVDJBM SPMF JO HSBOVMBS QBDLJOH )PX
FWFS EFTDSJCJOH GPSDFT JO HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT JT OPU B USJWJBM UBTL EVF UP UIF MBSHF OVNCFS
PG DPOUBDUT JOEFUFSNJOBDZ 	JF NPSF VOLOPXO WBSJBCMFT UIBO FRVBUJPOT
 FUD %VF UP
UIF MBSHF OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT JU JT OPU QSBDUJDBM UP TUVEZ FWFSZ TJOHMF GPSDF CFUXFFO
FBDI DPOUBDU 	ZFU XF OFFE UP DPNQVUF FBDI TJOHMF GPSDF JO PVS TJNVMBUJPOT
 ɨF EJT
USJCVUJPO PG GPSDFT NJHIU CF PG HSFBU JOUFSFTU CPUI FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ<ñõ> BOE DPNQVUB
UJPOBMMZ<ñö> 'JH ñò JMMVTUSBUFT B UZQJDBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG GPSDF NBHOJUVEFT JO HSBOVMBS
QBDLJOHT VOEFS VOJBYJBM DPNQSFTTJPO XIFSF XF DBO TFF UIBU GPSDFT JO HSBOVMBS QBDLJOHT
BSF IJHIMZ IFUFSPHFOFPVT 'PS TUSPOH GPSDFT JF UIF GPSDFT UIBU BSF MBSHFS UIBO UIF BW
FSBHF GPSDF G > 〈G 〉 UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ TIPXT BO FYQPOFOUJBM EFDBZ XJUI GPSDF NBHOJUVEF
P(G ) ∝ exp(−βG/〈G 〉) XIFSF β ∈ [, ] JT B DPOTUBOU 'PS XFBL GPSDFT UIF EJT
USJCVUJPO JT BMNPTU nBU BOE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ P(G ) ∝ (G/〈G 〉)κ XJUI κ DMPTF UP [FSP *U
TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU 'JH ñò JT KVTU BO BQQSPYJNBUFE JMMVTUSBUJPO BOE UIF iNFBTVSFE
EJTUSJCVUJPOw NJHIU WBSZ XJUI NFBTVSJOH NFUIPET 'PS FYBNQMF UIF GPSDF EJTUSJCV
UJPO NFBTVSFE CZ UIF DBSCPOQBQFS UFDIOJRVF EJTQMBZT B QFBL DMPTF UP G = 〈G 〉<ñ÷>
0O UIF PUIFS IBOE TUSPOH GPSDFT 	G > 〈G 〉
 BMXBZT IBWF FYQPOFOUJBM EFDBZ SFHBSEMFTT
PG NFBTVSJOH NFUIPET #FTJEFT UIF GPSDF NBHOJUVEF UIF EJSFDUJPO PG GPSDFT JT BMTP PG
JOUFSFTU ɨJT JT VTVBMMZ DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ UIF BOHVMBS EJTUSJCVUJPO ɨF BOHVMBS EJTUSJ
CVUJPO JT VTFE UP TUVEZ CPUI DPOUBDUT BOE GPSDFT XJUI UIF GPSNFS BMTP SFGFSSFE UP BT



















'JHVSF  " TDIFNBUJD QMPU JMMVTUSBUJOH EJTUSJCVUJPO PG GPSDF NBHOJUVEF VOEFS VOJBYJBM DPNQSFTTJPO GPSDF JT OPSNBMJTFE
CZ NFBO GPSDF 〈G〉 5IF EBTIFE MJOF JOEJDBUFT UIF QMBDF XIFSF G = 〈G 〉
UIF HFPNFUSJDBM GBCSJD JT HJWFO CZ B QSPCBCJMJUZ EFOTJUZ GVODUJPO ξ(θ) XIJDI EFTDSJCFT
UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG IBWJOH DPOUBDUT BU BOHMF θ XIFSF θ JT UIF BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF WFDUPS
UIBU DPOOFDU UIF DFOUSFT PG UXP EJTDT BU DPOUBDU BOE BO BYJT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TZTUFN
	GPS QMBOBS TIFBS JU JT UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF TIFBS nPX
 BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñó	B
 *O
UISFF EJNFOTJPOT DPOUBDU CFUXFFO UXP QBSUJDMFT JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ UXP BOHMFT θ BOE
ψ TP UIBU UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ EFOTJUZ GVODUJPO JT ξ(θ, ψ) TFF 'JH ñó	C
 GPS JMMVTUSBUJPOT PG
θ BOE ψ *OUFHSBUJPO PG ξ PWFS BMM BOHMFT HJWFT UIF OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT ; 8F XJMM OPX
GPDVT PO UXP EJNFOTJPOBM TJUVBUJPOT 6TVBMMZ mSTU PSEFS 'PVSJFS FYQBOTJPO JT FOPVHI
UP EFTDSJCF UIF HFPNFUSJDBM GBCSJD<ñø>
ξ(θ) ≈ 
Ż
[+ "D cos (θ − θD)], 	ññ

XIFSF "D HJWFT UIF BNQMJUVEF PG BOJTPUSPQZ PG DPOUBDU BOE θD JT JUT QSJODJQBM EJSFDUJPO











XIFSF / ′ JT UIF OVNCFS PG QBSUJDMFT UIBU BSF JO DPOUBDU rJK JT DPOUBDU WFDUPS CFUXFFO
QBSUJDMF J BOE K 8F EFOPUF FJHFOWBMVFT PGR BT 3 BOE 3 3+3 = ; JT UIF OVNCFS
PG DPOUBDUT XIJMF (3 − 3)/; = "D/ HJWFT UIF BOJTPUSPQZ<ñó ñø> 4JNJMBSMZ UIF
NFDIBOJDBM GBCSJD DBO BMTP CF EFTDSJCFE CZ 'PVSJFS FYQBOTJPO<ñø>
'O(θ) ≈ 〈G 〉Ż [+ "O cos (θ − θG)], 	ñó

ö
'JHVSF  5XP QBSUJDMFT JO DPOUBDU JO 	B
 UXP EJNFOTJPOT XJUI BOHMF θ 	C
 UISFF EJNFOTJPOT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ BOHMF θ ψ
'U(θ) ≈ 〈G 〉Ż "U sin (θ − θG), 	ñô

XIFSF 'O JT UIF BOHVMBS EJTUSJCVUJPO PG OPSNBM GPSDFT 'U UIF BOHVMBS EJTUSJCVUJPO PG
UBOHFOUJBM GPSDFT 〈G 〉 UIF NFBO GPSDF BOE "O BOE "U HJWF UIF NBHOJUVEF PG NFDIBOJDBM
BOJTPUSPQZ GPS OPSNBM BOE UBOHFOUJBM GPSDF SFTQFDUJWFMZ 0OF DBO EJTUJOHVJTI CFUXFFO
TUSPOH BOE XFBL GPSDF OFUXPSLT CZ QMPUUJOH UIF BOHVMBS EJTUSJCVUJPO GVODUJPO PG GPSDFT
BCPWF BOE CFMPX 〈G 〉 TFQBSBUFMZ<ð>
ñ (SBOVMBS nPX
(SBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT XJMM TUBSU UP nPX XIFO TVCKFDUFE UP FYUFSOBM TUJNVMJ FH TIBLJOH
QMBOBS TIFBSJOH PS JODMJOJOH *O UIF EJMVUF SFHJNF QBSUJDMFT JOUFSBDU NPTUMZ WJB CJOBSZ
DPMMJTJPOT (SBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT JO UIJT SFHJNF DBO CF TFFO BT B EJTTJQBUJWF BOBMPHVF PG
B DMBTTJD HBT BOE BSF EPNJOBUFE CZ LJOFUJD FOFSHZ *O EFOTFS SFHJNFT NVMUJQBSUJDMF
DPOUBDUT TUBSU UP QMBZ B SPMF BOE CFIBWJPVST PG HSBOVMBS nPXT CFDPNF NPSF DMPTFMZ
SFMBUFE UP B nVJE 'PSDF BOE DPOUBDU OFUXPSLT BSF MPOHMBTUJOH BOE FWPMWF JO nPXT
)FSF * XJMM GPDVT PO HSBOVMBS nPXT JO UIF EFOTF SFHJNF
ñð 1MBOBS TIFBS BOE (*) SIFPMPHZ
1MBOBS TIFBS JT POF PG UIF NPTU GVOEBNFOUBM DPOmHVSBUJPOT UP TUVEZ SIFPMPHZ PG HSBO
VMBS nPXT 'JH ñô HJWFT B CSJFG JMMVTUSBUJPO PG HSBOVMBS nPXT VOEFS QMBOBS TIFBS JO UXP
EJNFOTJPOT ɨF BYJT UIBU JT QBSBMMFM UP UIF WFMPDJUZ HSBEJFOU JT DBMMFE UIF FYUFOTJPOBM
÷
'JHVSF  " TLFUDI PG UXP EJNFOTJPOBM HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT VOEFS QMBOBS TIFBS XJUI BO JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 5IF BSSPXT
JOEJDBUF WFMPDJUZ QSPmMFT JO UIF nPX 5IF FYUFOTJPOBM BOE DPNQSFTTJWF BYJTFT BSF JOEJDBUFE CZ B TPMJE BOE B
EBTIFE MJOF SFTQFDUJWFMZ
BYJT XIJMF UIF BYJT PSUIPHPOBM JT DBMMFE UIF DPNQSFTTJWF BYJT ɨF NBUFSJBM JT DPOmOFE
CFUXFFO UXP SPVHI XBMMT CZ BO JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 BOE BSF TVCKFDUFE UP B DPOTUBOU
TIFBS XJUI TIFBSSBUF γ˙ ɨF NBDSPTDPQJD TIFBSSBUF JT EFmOFE BT UIF SBUJP PG UIF WF
MPDJUZ EJĊFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF UXP XBMMT UP UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF XBMMT γ˙ = VX/)
XIFSF VX JT UIF WFMPDJUZ EJĊFSFODF BOE ) JT UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF XBMMT /PX XF
DPOTJEFS UIF DBTF JO B MBSHF TZTUFN 	JF UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UXP XBMMT JT TJHOJmDBOUMZ
MBSHFS UIBO UIF TJ[F PG UIF QBSUJDMFT
 BOE UIBU UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF IBSE BOE OFVUSBMMZ CVPZBOU
	JF OP HSBWJUZ
 XJUI EFOTJUZ ρQ BOE EJBNFUFS E 	PS BWFSBHF EJBNFUFS E GPS QPMZEJTQFSTF
QBSUJDMFT
 "U TUFBEZ TUBUF UIF TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ BOE OPSNBM TUSFTT σO BSF IPNPHFOFPVT
BDSPTT UIF TZTUFN XJUI σO = 1 *G UIF JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 JT LFQU DPOTUBOU UIF TZTUFN
JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ GPVS QBSBNFUFST QBSUJDMF EJBNFUFS E QBSUJDMF EFOTJUZ ρQ TIFBSSBUF
γ˙ BOE JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 %JNFOTJPOBM BOBMZTJT TVHHFTU UIBU B EJNFOTJPOMFTT OVN







ɨJT QBSBNFUFS DBO CF JOUFSQSFUFE BT UIF SBUJP CFUXFFO BNJDSPTDPQJD UJNF TDBMF Umicro =
E/
√
1/ρQ JF UIF UJNF GPS B QBSUJDMF UP NPWF CZ E EVF UP JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 BOE B
NBDSPTDPQJD UJNF TDBMF Umacro = /γ˙ JF UIF UJNF JU UBLFT GPS B QBSUJDMF UP QBTT BOPUIFS
POF EVF UP UIF BEWFDUFE nPX<ð> ɨF WFSUJDBM EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF UXP QBSUJDMFT JT BU
MFBTU E JF UIFZ EP OPU DPMMJEF ɨF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BOE UIF TIFBS TUSFTT PG UIF HSBOVMBS
NBUFSJBM BSF UIFO GVODUJPOT PG *










'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD JMMVTUSBUJPOT PG 	B
 (*) BOE 	C
 φ(*) JO MJOMPH TDBMF
φ = φ(*), 	ñ÷

XIFSF  = σYZ/1 JT B NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO DPFċDJFOU 'JH ñõ TIPX UZQJDBM TIBQFT
PG (*) BOE φ(*) DVSWFT #PUI  BOE φ SFBDI QMBUFBVT BU WBOJTIJOH * BT MBCFMMFE BT D
BOE φD JO 'JH ñõ φD JT UIF KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BOE D DBO CF FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ
NFBTVSFE CZ UIF BWBMBODIJOH BOHMF 	JF UIF NJOJNVN BOHMF GPS B HSBOVMBS QBDLJOH
TUBSUJOH UP nPX

6TJOH B MPDBM SIFPMPHZ BTTVNQUJPO &R ñö BOE ñ÷ DBO CF HFOFSBMJTFE UP EFTDSJCF JO
IPNPHFOFPVT HSBOVMBS nPXT XJUI * = |γ˙(Z)|E/√1(Z)/ρQ XIFSF γ˙(Z) BOE 1(Z) BSF UIF
MPDBM TIFBSSBUF BOE MPDBM QSFTTVSF SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨF FRVBUJPOT DBO GVSUIFS CF HFOFSBM
JTFE UP UFOTPSJBM GPSN UP EFTDSJCF UISFF EJNFOTJPOBM nPXT TIFBSFE JO EJĊFSFOU EJSFDUJPOT
ɨF DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF UPUBM TUSFTT UFOTPS ΣJK BSF XSJUUFO BT<òð>
ΣJK = −1δJK + σJK, 	ñø

XIFSF 1 JT UIF JTPUSPQJD QSFTTVSF δJK =  XIFO J = K BOE  PUIFSXJTF BOE
σJK = ηeff γ˙JK, 	ñðï

XIFSF ηeff = (*)1/|γ˙| JT BO FĊFDUJWF WJTDPTJUZ * = |γ˙|E/
√
1/ρQ BOE |γ˙| =
√
γ˙JKγ˙JK/
(*) SIFPMPHZ DBO CF BQQMJFE UP PUIFS DPOmHVSBUJPOT PG HSBOVMBS nPXT TVDI BT nPXJOH
PO BO JODMJOFE QMBOF ɨJT GPSNVMBUJPO IBT CFFO FYUFOTJWFMZ VTFE CPUI JO FYQFSJNFOUBM
BOE DPNQVUBUJPOBM XPSLT<òð> %FTQJUF UIF TVDDFTT PG (*) SIFPMPHZ JO EFTDSJCJOH EJG
GFSFOU HSBOVMBS nPX CFIBWJPVST UIFSF BSF TUJMM TPNF MJNJUBUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF JU MBDLT
UIF MJOLT UP NJDSPTDPQJD QSPQFSUJFT PG HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF RVBTJTUBUJD
MJNJU 	FH TIFBS CBOEJOH




8F OPX DPOTJEFS B HSBOVMBS nPX BU DPOTUBOU QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ JOTUFBE PG JNQPTFE
QSFTTVSF 1 JF UIF XBMMT JO 'JH ñô BSF mYFE ɨF QSFTTVSF 1 JT OPX B WBSJBCMF BOE UIF
TZTUFN JT JOTUFBE DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ JUT QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ TIFBSSBUF γ˙ QBSUJDMF EJBNFUFS
E BOE QBSUJDMF EFOTJUZ ρQ %JNFOTJPOBM BOBMZTJT TVHHFTUT UIBU
σYZ = ρQEH*,σ(φ)γ˙, 	ñðð

1 = ρQEH*,1(φ)γ˙, 	ñðñ

XIFSF H*,σ(φ) BOE H*,1(φ) BSF UXP φ−EFQFOEFOU FNQJSJDBM GVODUJPOT ɨFTF UXP FY
QSFTTJPOT BSF DBMMFE #BHOPMET MBX XIJDI XBT mSTU GPVOE CZ #BHOPME FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ
XIFO TUVEZJOH TBOE<òñ> #BHOPMET MBX TIPXT UIBU UIF TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ BOE UIF QSFTTVSF
1 JO HSBOVMBS nPXT IBWF RVBESBUJD EFQFOEFODF PO UIF TIFBSSBUF γ˙ %JWJEJOH &R ñðð
CZ γ˙ XF PCUBJO
η = ρQEH*,σ(φ)γ˙, 	ñðò

XIFSF η = σYZ/γ˙ JT UIF WJTDPTJUZ "U DPOTUBOU φ η TDBMFT MJOFBSMZ XJUI TIFBSSBUF γ˙
JF HSBOVMBS nPXT BSF TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH
ò 4VTQFOTJPOT HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE
8F IBWF VQ UP OPX POMZ DPOTJEFSFE ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE NBOZ
BQQMJDBUJPOT JOWPMWFT HSBOVMBS QBSUJDMFT JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE 	UPPUI QBTUF NVE FUD

4VDI iXFUw HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT BSF BMTP SFGFSSFE UP BT TVTQFOTJPOT ɨF nVJE JOUSPEVDFT
B DPOUJOVVN QIBTF BOE BEET FYUSB DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP TUSFTTFT GSPN UIF nVJE BOE BMTP
BĊFDUT UIF FRVBUJPOT PG NPUJPO 	EVF UP FĊFDUT GSPN nVJE WFMPDJUZ BOE FYUSB TUSFTT DPN
QPOFOUT
 ɨF QBSUJDMFT XF EJTDVTT IFSF BSF TUJMM /PO#SPXOJBO
òð /BWJFS4UPLFT FRVBUJPOT
ɨFNPUJPO PG nVJET DBO CF EFTDSJCFE CZ UIF /BWJFS4UPLFT FRVBUJPOT ɨFNPNFOUVN




+ (u · ∇)u
]
= f +∇ · σ, 	ñðó

XIFSF u JT UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ f JT UIF FYUFSOBM CPEZ GPSDF σ JT UIF TUSFTT UFOTPS
σ =
⎡






BOE ρ JT UIF nVJE EFOTJUZ ɨF nVJE WFMPDJUZ BOE TUSFTT UFOTPS WBSZ JO TQBDF BOE UJNF
XIJMF UIF nVJE EFOTJUZ JT DPOTUBOU GPS UIF NPEFMT DPOTJEFSFE IFSF 6OEFS UIF BTTVNQ
UJPO UIBU nVJET BSF JODPNQSFTTJCMF JO PUIFS XPSET UIBU ρ JT DPOTUBOU JO TQBDF BOE UJNF
UIF EJWFSHFODF PG UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ WBOJTIFT
∇ · u = . 	ñðõ

ɨF TJHOJmDBODF PG JOFSUJBM FĊFDUT GSPN QBSUJDMFT DPNQBSFE UP WJTDPVT ESBH DBO CF NFBT






XIFSF ηG EFOPUFT UIF EZOBNJD WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF nVJE BOE - JT B DIBSBDUFSJTUJD MFOHUI TDBMF
BOE V = |u| *G 3F  UIF JOFSUJBM UFSNT PO MFGU IBOE TJEF JO &R ñðó DBO CF OFHMFDUFE
BOE XF HFU
−f = ∇ · σ. 	ñð÷

&R ñð÷ UPHFUIFS XJUI &R ñðõ BSF DBMMFE UIF 4UPLFT FRVBUJPOT 'MPXT UIBU DBO CF
EFTDSJCFE CZ 4UPLFT FRVBUJPOT BSF DBMMFE 4UPLFT nPXT 'SPN &R ñð÷ XF TFF UIBU 4UPLFT
nPXT QSFTFOU TFWFSBM VOJRVF QSPQFSUJFT JODMVEJOH MJOFBSJUZ 	JF nVJE WFMPDJUZ DIBOHFT
MJOFBSMZ XJUI UIF FYUFSOBM GPSDF
 SFWFSTJCJMJUZ 	JF NPUJPOT BSF SFWFSTJCMF JO SFTQPOTF UP
BO FYUFSOBM GPSDF
 BOE JOTUBOUBOFJUZ 	JF NPUJPOT BSF OPU EFQFOEFOU PO UIF IJTUPSZ PG
UIF TZTUFN
<÷> " /FXUPOJBO nVJE JT UIF TJNQMFTU UZQF PG nVJE XIFSF UIF TIFBS TUSFTT
σYZ SFTQPOET MJOFBSMZ UP UIF TIFBSSBUF γ˙ ɨF TUSFTT UFOTPS σ DBO UIFO CF XSJUUFO BT <÷>
σ = −1I+ ηGe, 	ñðø






























































XIFSF VY VZ BOE V[ BSF UIF Y Z BOE [ DPNQPOFOU PG WFMPDJUZ u 'PS QMBOBS TIFBS
&R ññï SFEVDFT UP
e =
⎡





XIFSF γ˙ EFOPUFT TIFBSSBUF 'SPN &R ñðø UIF EJWFSHFODF PG UIF TUSFTT UFOTPS ∇ · σ
DBO CF XSJUUFO BT
∇ · σ = −∇1+ ηG∇u. 	ñññ

ðñ
'JHVSF  4LFUDI TIPXJOH EFDPNQPTJUJPO PG UIF NPUJPOT PG B QBSUJDMF JO B TIFBS nPX JOUP SPUBUJPO BOE TUSBJO BT JOEJDBUFE
CZ BSSPXT
$PNCJOJOH &R ñññ XJUI &R ñð÷ XF HFU
−f = −∇1+ ηG∇u. 	ññò

)FSF XF XJMM BMXBZT DPOTJEFS UIF nVJE UP CF /FXUPOJBO
òñ 'SPN EJMVUF TVTQFOTJPOT UP EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT
/PX XF DPOTJEFS QBSUJDMFT JO B nVJE 8F TUBSU XJUI BO FYUSFNF DBTF XIFSF POF TJOHMF
QBSUJDMF JT JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE VOEFS TIFBS XJUI TIFBSSBUF γ˙ .PUJPOT PG TVDI B QBSUJDMF
DBO CF EFDPNQPTFE JOUP SPUBUJPOBM BOE TUSBJO NPUJPO BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñö ɨF





) · x, 	ññó

XIFSF UIF nVJE TUSBJOSBUF UFOTPS E
∞
= 〈e〉 ɨF TVQFSTDSJQU∞ JOEJDBUFT UIF WFMPDJUZ
GBS BXBZ GSPN UIF QBSUJDMF 	JF OP EJTUVSCBODF GSPN UIF QBSUJDMF
 "TTVNJOH B OPTMJQ
CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPO BU UIF nVJEQBSUJDMF JOUFSGBDF UIF nVJE SPUBUJPOBM WFMPDJUZ UFOTPS
ǉ
∞
BOE UIF QBSUJDMF SPUBUJPOBM WFMPDJUZ ωQ BSF SFMBUFE CZ
ǉ




BOE UIF QBSUJDMF WFMPDJUZ uQ BSF SFMBUFE CZ
E
∞ · x = uQ, 	ññõ

XIFSF x JT UIF QPTJUJPO WFDUPS ɨF FĊFDU PG UIF QBSUJDMF PO UIF TUSFBNMJOFT PG UIF nVJE JT
JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñ÷ ɨF QBSUJDMF GVSUIFSNPSF FYQFSJFODFT B IZESPEZOBNJD GPSDF GSPN
ðò
'JHVSF  4LFUDI TIPXJOH TUSFBNMJOFT PG nVJE XJUI QSFTFODF PG UIF QBSUJDMF BT JOEJDBUFE CZ HSFZ MJOFT BMM TUSFBNMJOFT
BSF TZNNFUSJD BOE UIF DMPTFE TUSFBNMJOF OFBS UIF QBSUJDMF TIPXT SPUBUJPOBM EPNJOBUJOH NPUJPO
UIF nVJE 'SPN &R ññò ññó BOE ññõ BO FYQSFTTJPO GPS UIF IZESPEZOBNJD GPSDF FI
DBO CF EFSJWFE
FI = ŻηG E(u∞ − uQ), 	ññö

XIFSF E JT UIF QBSUJDMF EJBNFUFS u∞ JT UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ ɨJT JT BMTP DBMMFE UIF WJTDPVT
ESBH GPSDF PS 4UPLFT ESBH ɨF nVJE BMTP FYFSUT B IZESPEZOBNJD UPSRVF PO UIF QBSUJDMF
XIJDI DBO CF EFSJWFE JO B TJNJMBS XBZ GSPN &R ññò ññó BOE ññô
TI = ŻηG E (ω∞ − ωQ), 	ññ÷

XIFSF ω∞ JT UIF SPUBUJPOBM WFMPDJUZ PG UIF nVJE
/PX XF DPOTJEFS EJMVUF TVTQFOTJPOT XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF GBS BQBSU TP UIBU UIFSF BSF
OP JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIFN %VF UP UIF EJTUVSCBODF JOUSPEVDFE CZ BEEJOH QBSUJDMFT
UP UIF nPX mFME UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF TVTQFOTJPO η JODSFBTFT XJUI JODSFBTJOH OVNCFS PG
TPMJE QBSUJDMFT 	JF UIF TPMJE QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ
<òô> ɨF WJTDPTJUZ η PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT
DBO UIFSFGPSF CF XSJUUFO BT
η = ηG H+(φ), 	ññø

XIFSF ηG JT UIF WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF nVJE BOE H+(φ) JT B GVODUJPO EFQFOEFOU PO QBSUJDMF
QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO 5P DPNQVUF H+(φ) JO UIF EJMVUF SFHJNF XF TUBSU GSPN UIF UPUBM TUSFTT
<÷>




XIFSF 〈1〉 JT UIF BWFSBHF QSFTTVSF BOEΣQ JT UIF QBSUJDMF DPOUSJCVUJPO UP UIF TUSFTT XIJDI






ɨF UPUBM TUSFTT UFOTPS JT UIFO




















3FBSSBOHJOH &R ñòò VTJOH η = σYZ/γ˙ XF IBWF H+(φ) =  + (/)φ BOE η =
ηG[ + (/)φ] XIJDI JT UIF &JOTUFJO WJTDPTJUZ <òõ> "T UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JODSFBTFT
QBJS JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QBSUJDMFT BSF OFFEFE XIJMF NBOZCPEZ JOUFSBDUJPOT BSF TUJMM






XIJDI JOEJDBUFT UIBU UIF WJTDPTJUZ JODSFBTFT NPSF SBQJEMZ UIBO UIF &JOTUFJO WJTDPTJUZ BT
UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JODSFBTFT
"T UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JODSFBTFT GVSUIFS NBOZCPEZ JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QBSUJDMFT
CFDPNF TJHOJmDBOU ɨF TIFBS TUSFTT DBO TUJMM CF XSJUUFO JO UIF HFOFSBM GPSN PG &R ñòò
<òô>
σYZ = ηG H+,σ(φ)γ˙, 	ñòô

XIJDI JOEJDBUFT B MJOFBS TDBMJOH PG UIF TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ XJUI UIF TIFBSSBUF γ˙ VOMJLF
&R ñðð GPS ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT XIFSF UIF TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ TDBMFT RVBESBUJDBMMZ XJUI UIF
TIFBSSBUF γ˙ *U JT HFOFSBMMZ DPOTJEFSFE EJċDVMU UP HFU BO BOBMZUJDBM FYQSFTTJPO PG &R ñòô
JO UIF EFOTF SFHJNF 	BMUIPVHI B TFNJBOBMZUJDBM FYQSFTTJPO GPS GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPOT
IBT CFFO EFSJWFE XJUI BO FNQJSJDBM QBSBNFUFS JODMVEFE <òø>
 *OTUFBE FNQJSJDBM GVOD
UJPOT BSF JOUSPEVDFE UP SFMBUF WJTDPTJUZ BOE QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO 0OF TVDI GVODUJPO IBT
UIF GPSN <òô óï óð>
η/ηG = H+,σ(φ) ∼ (φD − φ)−O, 	ñòõ

XIFSF φD JT UIF KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO XIJDI EFQFOET PO NJDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO BOE
O JT B QPTJUJWF DPOTUBOU " TDIFNBUJD QMPU PG TVDI B SFMBUJPO JT TIPXO JO 'JH ñø ɨJT
SFMBUJPO IBT CFFO TIPXO UP OJDFMZ EFTDSJCF CPUI FYQFSJNFOUT<óñoóó> BOE TJNVMBUJPO
SFTVMUT<óôoóö> "U TIFBS KBNNJOH TVTQFOTJPO TUSFTTFT 	BOE WJTDPTJUJFT
 BSF EPNJOBUFE
CZ TUSFTTFT GSPN QBSUJDMFQBSUJDMF JOUFSBDUJPOT 0OF DBO UIFSFGPSF VTF UIF TBNF JTPTUBUJD
BSHVNFOU BT JO ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT XIJDI HJWFT UIF OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT ; BU KBNNJOH
XJUI ; = % GPS TVTQFOTJPOT DPOTJTUJOH PG GSJDUJPOMFTT QBSUJDMFT BOE % +  ≤ ; ≤
% GPS TVTQFOTJPOT DPOTJTUJOH PG GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT XIFSF % JT UIF EJNFOTJPO PG UIF
TZTUFN 4VTQFOTJPOT DPOTJTUJOH PG GSJDUJPOMFTT QBSUJDMFT IBWF B MBSHFS ; BU KBNNJOH
MFBEJOH UP B IJHIFS KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φD BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñø
òò 'SPN (*) UP (+) SIFPMPHZ
8IJMF B TUVEZ PO SIFPMPHZ PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT JT VTVBMMZ DBSSJFE PVU VOEFS DPOTUBOU
























'JHVSF  -JOMPH QMPUT TIPXJOH UIF SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO η/ηG BOE φ JO UIF EFOTF SFHJNF UIF SFE MJOF DPSSFTQPOET UP B
GSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPO XIJMF UIF CMBDL MJOF DPSSFTQPOE UP B GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPO UIF EBTIFE MJOF JOEJDBUFT
EJWFSHFODF PG η/ηG BT φ → φD φGD EFOPUFT UIF KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO GPS B GSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPO 	JF B
TVTQFOTJPO DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT
 BOE φOGD EFOPUFT UIF KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO GPS B GSJDUJPOMFTT
TVTQFOTJPO
JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñðï ɨJT TFUVQ JT TJNJMBS BT JO 'JH ñô GPS ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT ɨF
EJĊFSFODF JT UIBU UIF XBMMT BSF OPX QPSPVT BOE UIF XIPMF TFUVQ JT JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE
TP UIBU UIF nVJE DBO GSFFMZ NPWF JO BOE PVU XIFO UIF XBMMT NPWF 'PS TVDI B TZTUFN UIF
NBDSPTDPQJD UJNF TDBMF SFNBJOT UIF TBNF BT JO UIF ESZ HSBOVMBS nPX DBTF Umacro = /γ˙
ɨFNJDSPTDPQJD UJNF TDBMF PO UIF PUIFS IBOE DBO WBSZ EFQFOEJOH PO UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM
DPOEJUJPOT<ð ÷> )FSF XF DPOTJEFS UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF XIFSF UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF OFVUSBMMZ
CVPZBOU 	JF OP FĊFDU GSPN HSBWJUZ
 BOE PWFSEBNQFE 	JF OFHMJHJCMF QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB
 BOE
UIF nPXT BSF TUFBEZ ɨF NJDSPTDPQJD UJNF TDBMF JT UIFO EFQFOEFOU PO UIF WJTDPVT ESBH
BOE UIF JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF XIJDI HJWFT Umicro = ηG/1 8F DBO UIFO GPSN B EJNFOTJPOMFTT
OVNCFS GPS TVTQFOTJPOT JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF XIJDI JT VTVBMMZ SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF WJTDPVT










%JNFOTJPOBM BOBMZTJT JNQMJFT UIBU UIF SIFPMPHZ PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ
UIF WJTDPVT OVNCFS + BDDPSEJOH UP
σYZ = (+)1, 	ñò÷

φ = φ(+). 	ñòø

4JNJMBSMZ BT &R ñòô POF DBO XSJUF UIF FYQSFTTJPO GPS 1
1 = ηG H+,1(φ)γ˙. 	ñóï

ðõ
'JHVSF  " TLFUDI PG B UXP EJNFOTJPOBM HSBOVMBS NBUFSJBMT JNNFSTFE JO B nVJE XJUI BO JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 5IF UPQ
BOE CPUUPN XBMMT BSF QPSPVT TP UIBU UIF nVJE DBO GSFFMZ nPXT JO BOE PVU XIFO UIF XBMMT NPWF 5IF BSSPXT
JOEJDBUF WFMPDJUZ QSPmMFT JO UIF nPX
&RT ñòô BOE ñóï TIPX UIBU CPUI TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ BOE QSFTTVSF 1 TDBMF MJOFBSMZ XJUI
TIFBSSBUF γ˙ JO TVTQFOTJPOT XIFSF WJTDPVT ESBH EPNJOBUFT
òó $PNCJOBUJPO PG (*) BOE (+) SIFPMPHZ
4P GBS * IBWF EJTDVTTFE ESZ HSBOVMBS nPXT XIJDI BSF DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ * BOE TVTQFO
TJPOT JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF XIJDI BSF DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ + ɨFTF UXP DBTFT DBO CF TFFO
BT UXP MJNJUT 0OF JT EPNJOBUFE CZ QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB XIJMF BOPUIFS JT EPNJOBUFE CZ
WJTDPVT ESBH 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE NBOZ TVTQFOTJPOT BSF JOnVFODFE CZ DPOUSJCVUJPOT
GSPN CPUI QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BOE WJTDPVT ESBH ɨJT DBO CF JMMVTUSBUFE CZ 4UPLFT OVNCFS
4U = */+ = ρQγ˙E/ηG %SZ HSBOVMBS nPXT DPSSFTQPOE UP 4U → ∞ XIJMF TVTQFO
TJPOT JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF DPSSFTQPOE UP 4U →  4VTQFOTJPOT XJUI CPUI QBSUJDMF
JOFSUJB BOE WJTDPVT ESBH DPOUSJCVUJPOT HJWF mOJUF 4U 5P DIBSBDUFSJTF TVDI TVTQFOTJPOT
XF mSTU NBLF BO BTTVNQUJPO UIBU TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ BOE QSFTTVSF 1 PG TVDI TVTQFOTJPOT
BSF MJOFBS DPNCJOBUJPOT PG DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPN QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB BOE WJTDPVT ESBH<ó÷oôï>
$PNCJOJOH &RT ñðð XJUI ñòô BOE &RT ñðñ XJUI ñóï XF IBWF
σYZ = ηG H+,σ(φ)γ˙ + ρQEH*,σ(φ)γ˙, 	ñóð

1 = ηG H+,1(φ)γ˙ + ρQEH*,1(φ)γ˙. 	ñóñ

ɨF EJWFSHFODF PG H*(φ) JT FJUIFS UIF TBNF BT UIBU PG H+(φ) PS TUFFQFS UIBO H+(φ) BD
DPSEJOH UP EJĊFSFOU TUVEJFT <òô òø ó÷ ôð ôñ> *O NZ XPSL XF NBLF UIF BQQSPYJNB
UJPO UIBU H+(φ) BOE H*(φ) IBWF UIF TBNF EJWFSHFODF TP UIBU H*,σ(φ) = αH+,σ(φ) BOE
ðö
H*,σ(φ) = αH+,σ(φ) XIFSF α JT BO FNQJSJDBM DPOTUBOU EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TZTUFN 3F











'SPN UIFTF UXP FRVBUJPOT POF DBO EFmOF B OFX EJNFOTJPOMFTT QBSBNFUFS , DIBSBDUFS
JTJOH UIF TVTQFOTJPOT GPS BMM WBMVFT PG * BOE +<ó÷ ôð>
, = ++ α*. 	ñóô

ɨF TIFBS TUSFTT BOE QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO BSF UIFO GVODUJPOT PG ,
σYZ = (,)1, 	ñóõ

φ = φ(,). 	ñóö

òô 4IFBS UIJDLFOJOH
4IFBS UIJOOJOH BOE TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH BSF DPNNPO CFIBWJPST PCTFSWFE GPS EFOTF TVT
QFOTJPOT 5PPUIQBTUF QBJOU BOE IBOE DSFBN BSF BMM FYBNQMFT PG TIFBS UIJOOJOH TVT
QFOTJPOT BOE DPSO TUBSDI TVTQFOTJPOT 	BMTP DBMMFE iPPCMFDLw
 JT UIF NPTU DPNNPO FY









'JHVSF  " TDIFNBUJD QMPU TIPXJOH IPX TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ SFTQPOE UP TIFBSSBUF γ˙ JO /FXUPOJBO TIFBS UIJOOJOH DPO
UJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH 	$45
 BOE EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH 	%45
 TVTQFOTJPOT
ð÷
B OPO/FXUPOJBO CFIBWJPS XIFSF WJTDPTJUJFT PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT JODSFBTF XJUI TIFBS
SBUF %FQFOEJOH PO UIF NBHOJUVEF BOE TIBSQOFTT PG UIF JODSFBTF JO WJTDPTJUZ TIFBS
UIJDLFOJOH JT GVSUIFS DMBTTJmFE JOUP DPOUJOVPVT TIFBSUIJDLFOJOH 	$45
 XIFSF WJTDPT
JUZ JODSFBTFT DPOUJOVPVTMZ BOE EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBSUIJDLFOJOH 	%45
 XIFSF WJTDPTJUZ
JODSFBTFT ESBTUJDBMMZ BCPWF B DFSUBJO UISFTIPME JO TIFBSSBUF <ò ôñoôó> 'JH ñðð JMMVT
USBUF TDIFNBUJDBMMZ IPX TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ SFTQPOET UP TIFBSSBUF γ˙ JG UIF TVTQFOTJPO
JT TIFBSUIJOOJOH /FXUPOJBO DPOUJOVPVT TIFBSUIJDLFOJOH BOE EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS
UIJDLFOJOH *U IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU TVTQFOTJPOT XIJDI EJTQMBZ $45 CFIBWJPS DBO USBOTJU
UP %45 CFIBWJPS BT UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JODSFBTFT <óô ôô> #FDBVTF PG JUT DPNQMFY QIZT
JDT BOE QPUFOUJBM JOEVTUSJBM BQQMJDBUJPOT TVDI BT MJRVJE CPEZ BSNPVS BOE CSBLF nVJE
TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH IBT SFDFJWFE NVDI BUUFOUJPO 4FWFSBM NFDIBOJTNT IBWF CFFO QSPQPTFE
UP FYQMBJO TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH GPS EJĊFSFOU UZQFT PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF TVT
QFOTJPOT PG OPOJPOJD TVSGBDUBOUT EJTQMBZ %45 CFDBVTF PG UIF UJMUJOH PG MBNFMMBS TUSVD
UVSFT BOE GPSNBUJPO PG NVMUJMBNFMMBS WFTJDMFT <ôõ> )FSF XF GPDVT PO TVTQFOTJPOT DPO
TJTUJOH PG IBSE OPO#SPXOJBO QBSUJDMFT 0OF FYQMBOBUJPO PG TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH CFIBWJPS
JT IZESPDMVTUFSJOH<ôö> 8IFO UXP QBSUJDMFT BQQSPBDI B TIPSU SBOHF MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF
SFTVMUT JO BO JODSFBTFE IZESPEZOBNJD QSFTTVSF XIJDI DBVTFT EFQMFUJPO PG nVJE CFUXFFO
UIF QBSUJDMFT "T TIPXO TDIFNBUJDBMMZ JO 'JH ñðñ UIF MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF JODSFBTFT BT UIF
HBQ CFUXFFO UXP QBSUJDMFT BOE FWFOUVBMMZ EJWFSHFT 4JODF UIF nVJE CFUXFFO UIF UXP
QBSUJDMFT JT 4UPLFTJBO 	JF nPXT BSF UJNF SFWFSTJCMF
 UIF GPSDF UIBU JT SFRVJSFE UP TFQBS


















'JHVSF  " TDIFNBUJD MJOMPH QMPU PG MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF 	SFE TPMJE MJOF
 CFUXFFO UXP QBSUJDMFT XJUI NJOJNVN TFQBSBUJPO
IJK 5IF CMBDL TPMJE MJOF JT B TDIFNBUJD QMPU PG B SFHVMBSJTFE MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF
UPHFUIFS BOE GPSN MBSHFS DMVTUFST ɨFTF IZESPDMVTUFST IBWF IJHIFS EJTTJQBUJPO MFBEJOH
UP BO JODSFBTFE WJTDPTJUZ "MUIPVHI UIJT NFDIBOJTN NBOBHFT UP FYQMBJO $45 CFIBWJPS
ðø
JU MBDLT B TQFDJmD UJNF TDBMF GPS %45 	JF UIF UJNF HJWFO CZ UIF UISFTIPME TIFBSSBUF PG
UIF POTFU PG %45
 *U JT BMTP VOBCMF UP FYQMBJO UIF ESBTUJD WJTDPTJUZ JODSFBTF GPVOE JO
%45
'JHVSF  4LFUDI TIPXJOH UXP SPVHI QBSUJDMFT TUBCJMJ[FE CZ B SFQVMTJWF MBZFS BU 	B
 MPX TIFBSSBUF BOE 	C
 BGUFS UIJT
CBSSJFS JT PWFSDPNF BU IJHIFS TIFBSSBUF QBSUJDMFT BSF JOEJDBUFE CZ CMBDL DJSDMFT BOE SFQVMTJWF MBZFST CZ HSFZ
SJOHT
"OPUIFS NFDIBOJTN DPOTJEFST GSJDUJPO CFUXFFO QBSUJDMFT <ô÷ ôø> ɨF NFDIBOJTN JT
TDIFNBUJDBMMZ JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñðò 1BSUJDMFT JO TVTQFOTJPOT BSF VTVBMMZ TUBCJMJ[FE CZ
SFQVMTJWF GPSDFT TVDI BT FMFDUSPTUBUJD GPSDFT BOE TUFSJD JOUFSBDUJPOT 8IFO UXP QBSUJDMFT
BQQSPBDI FBDI PUIFS UIFZ mSTU DPOUBDU WJB UIF SFQVMTJWF MBZFS XIJDI JT OPOGSJDUJPOBM "U
MPX TIFBSSBUF QBSUJDMFT BSF OPU BCMF UP HFU DMPTFS )PXFWFS BT UIF TIFBSSBUF JODSFBTFT
GPSDFT BDUJOH PO QBSUJDMFT CFDPNF MBSHF 8IFO UIF GPSDF JT MBSHFS UIBO UIF SFQVMTJWF
CBSSJFS UIF TVSGBDFT PG UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF BCMF UP UPVDI "OE TJODF TVSGBDFT BSF VTVBMMZ
SPVHI TVDI DPOUBDUT JOUSPEVDF FYUSB UBOHFOUJBM GPSDFT JOUP UIF TZTUFN MFBEJOH UP BO
JODSFBTFE WJTDPTJUZ ɨF TIFBSSBUF XIFSF NPTU SFQVMTJWF CBSSJFST BSF PWFSDPNF JT UIF
UISFTIPME TIFBSSBUF ɨJT NFDIBOJTN IBT CFFO WFSJmFE CZ SFDFOU FYQFSJNFOUT<ðö õï>
XIFSF OFHBUJWFMZ DIBSHFE QPMZTUZSFOF QBSUJDMFT BSF VTFE BOE UIF SFQVMTJWF FMFDUSPTUBUJD
GPSDF JT DPOUSPMMFE CZ TBMU DPODFOUSBUJPO ɨF SFTVMU TIPXT UIBU %45 CFIBWJPS CFDPNFT
MFTT TJHOJmDBOU 	JF UIF JODSFBTF JO WJTDPTJUZ CFDPNFT TNBMMFS
 BT TBMU DPODFOUSBUJPO JO
DSFBTFT 	JF UIF NPSF UIF FMFDUSPTUBUJD SFQVMTJWF GPSDFT BSF TDSFFOFE
 JOEJDBUJOH B DMPTF
SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO %45 BOE SFQVMTJWF JOUFSBDUJPO "DDPSEJOH UP UIJT NFDIBOJTN VO
UIJDLFOFE TVTQFOTJPOT DBO CF TFFO BT B OPOGSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPOT XIJMF TVTQFOTJPOT
BGUFS UIJDLFOJOH BSF WJFXFE BT GSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPOT 5XP LJOET PG TVTQFOTJPOT EJTQMBZ
EJĊFSFOU SIFPMPHZ 4VTQFOTJPOT VOEFS USBOTJUJPO DBO UIVT CF EFTDSJCFE CZ NJYUVSF PG
UXP TUBUFT XIFSF TPNF QBSUJDMFT BSF JO GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDU BOE PUIFST BSF JO GSJDUJPOMFTT
DPOUBDU ɨF SIFPMPHZ PG B %45 TVTQFOTJPO JT B DPNCJOBUJPO PG UIF SIFPMPHZ PG OPO
GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPOT XFJHIUFE CZ UIF DPNQPTJUJPO PG UIF UXP TUBUFT BT
ñï
QSPQPTFE CZ UIF i8ZBSU$BUFT NPEFMw <õð>
*O BEEJUJPO UP UIF GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDU NFDIBOJTN B SFDFOU TUVEZ QSPQPTFE BO BMUFSOBUJWF
GSJDUJPO NPEFM<õñ> "DDPSEJOH UP UIJT NPEFM UIF %45 CFIBWJPS JT BUUSJCVUFE UP UIF
MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF BGUFS UBLJOH UIF TVSGBDF SPVHIOFTT PG UIF QBSUJDMFT JOUP BDDPVOU ɨF
TVSGBDF SPVHIOFTT JT EFTDSJCFE BT BTQFSJUJFT PO UIF TVSGBDFT "T UXP QBSUJDMFT BQQSPBDI
TP UIBU UIF TFQBSBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF QBSUJDMFT JT PG UIF TBNF NBHOJUVEF BT UIF TJ[F PG
UIF BTQFSJUJFT UIF MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF CFUXFFO UIF BTQFSJUJFT CFDPNFT OPOOFHMJHJCMF "T
JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñðó UIF BTQFSJUJFT JOUSPEVDFT FYUSB TFQBSBUJPOT I′JK 	BOE IFODF B MVC
SJDBUJPO GPSDF ∝ /I′JK
 JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF TFQBSBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF QBSUJDMFT IJK ɨF
MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDFT JOUSPEVDFE CZ UIF BTQFSJUJFT DPOUSJCVUF UIF UBOHFOUJBM GPSDFT CFUXFFO
UIF QBSUJDMFT IFODF JODSFBTJOH UIF WJTDPTJUZ








'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD JMMVTUSBUJPOT PG -JTTBKPVT DVSWF 	TIFBS TUSFTT BT GVODUJPOT PG TUSBJO
 GPS FMBTUJD BOE WJTDPVT NBUFSJBMT
0TDJMMBUPSZ SIFPMPHZ JT BO FYQFSJNFOUBM UPPM UIBU JT XJEFMZ VTFE UP TUVEZ NFDIBOJDBM
QSPQFSUJFT PG WJTDPFMBTUJD TPGU NBUFSJBMT " UZQJDBM TFUVQ QMBDFT TBNQMFT CFUXFFO UXP
QMBUFT BOE BQQMJFT B TJOVTPJEBM TUSBJO γ(U) = γ sinωU 	UIF TIFBSSBUF JT UIVT B DPTJOF
GVODUJPO
 XIFSF γ JT UIF NBYJNVN TUSBJO BOE ω JT UIF PTDJMMBUJPO GSFRVFODZ ɨF
UJNFEFQFOEFOU TUSFTT σ(U) JT UIFO NFBTVSFE "TTVNJOH MJOFBS SIFPMPHZ UIF SFTQPOTF
PG QVSF FMBTUJD BOE QVSF WJTDPVT NBUFSJBMT DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BOBMZUJDBMMZ
σ(U) = (′γ sin(ωU), 	ñó÷

GPS FMBTUJD NBUFSJBMT XIJDI JT JOQIBTF XJUI TUSBJO BOE
σ(U) = (′′γ cos(ωU), 	ñóø

GPS WJTDPVT NBUFSJBMT XIJDI IBT B Ż/ QIBTF TIJGU XIFSF (′ BOE (′′ BSF UIF TUPSBHF
BOE MPTT NPEVMVT SFTQFDUJWFMZ " TDIFNBUJD JMMVTUSBUJPO PG TVDI CFIBWJPVST JT TIPXO JO
'JH ñðô ɨF TUSBJHIU MJOF JOEJDBUFT UIBU UIF TIFBS TUSFTT JT BMXBZT JOQIBTF XJUI UIF
TUSBJO XIJMF UIF DJSDMF JOEJDBUFT UIBU UIF TIFBS TUSFTT JT BMXBZT PVUQIBTF XJUI UIF TUSBJO
ɨF SFTQPOTF PG B WJTDPFMBTUJD NBUFSJBM JT B MJOFBS DPNCJOBUJPO PG &RT ñó÷ BOE ñóø
σ(U) = (′(ω)γ sin(ωU) + (′′(ω)γ cos(ωU) XIFSF (′(ω) BOE (′′(ω) CPUI EFQFOE
PO PTDJMMBUJPO GSFRVFODZ<õò>
*O BEEJUJPO UP BQQMJDBUJPOT PG WJTDPFMBTUJD NBUFSJBMT SFDFOU TUVEJFT TVHHFTU UIBU PTDJMMBU
PSZ TIFBS DBO BMTP BMUFS CFIBWJPVST PG QBSUJDMF nPXT *U IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU CZ BQQMZJOH
ññ
BO PTDJMMBUPSZ DSPTT TIFBS UP B QSJNBSJMZ TIFBSFE nPX 	BT EFNPOTUSBUFE JO 'JH ñðõ
 UIF
WJTDPTJUZ PG UIF nPX ESPQT BOE IFODF nPXBCJMJUZ JODSFBTFT<õó õô> 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF
KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO JT GPVOE UP CF TIJGUFE UP B IJHIFS WBMVF JF B TIFBS KBNNFE
TVTQFOTJPO DBO TUBSU UP nPX 	JF VOKBN
<õô> ɨFTF CFIBWJPVST BSF EFTJSFE JO NBOZ
JOEVTUSJBM BQQMJDBUJPOT ɨF NFDIBOJTN CFIJOE UIJT WJTDPTJUZ ESPQ JT OPU GVMMZ VOEFS
TUPPE 1PTTJCMF FYQMBOBUJPOT DPOTJEFS UIF DIBOHFT JO NJDSPTUSVDUVSF PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT
DBVTFE CZ PTDJMMBUJPO *U IBT CFFO GPVOE UIBU QBSUJDMFT JO UIF TVTQFOTJPOT DBO IBWF SF
WFSTJCMF USBKFDUPSJFT JO UIF DBTFT PG TNBMM PTDJMMBUJPO NBHOJUVEFT<õõoõ÷> TVHHFTUJOH UIBU
UIF QBSUJDMFT BSF PSHBOJTFE JOUP BO iBCTPSCJOH TUBUFw XIFSF UIFZ BSF BCMF UP BWPJE DPOUBDU
XJUI FBDI PUIFS ɨF EFDSFBTF PG QBSUJDMF DPOUBDU MPXFST UIF DPOUBDU TUSFTT "OPUIFS QPT
TJCMF FYQMBOBUJPO JT UIBU UIF PTDJMMBUPSZ DSPTT TIFBS UJMU BOE CSFBL UIF GPSDF DIBJOT BOE
IFODF EFDSFBTF UIF FċDJFODZ PG TUSFTT USBOTNJTTJPO<õó> 'JH ñðö TIPXT B TDIFNBUJD
JMMVTUSBUJPO PG IPX B GPSDF DIBJO QSPQBHBUFT UISPVHI QBSUJDMFT BU DPOUBDU
'JHVSF  %FNPOTUSBUJPO PG PTDJMMBUPSZ DSPTT TIFBS PG B QSJNBSJMZ TIFBSFE nPX
'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD JMMVTUSBUJPO PG IPX B GPSDF DIBJO 	JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF EBTIFE MJOF
 QSPQBHBUF UISPVHI QBSUJDMFT BU




.0%&-4 "/% 4*.6-"5*0/ .&5)0%4
5P TJNVMBUF UIF CFIBWJPVS PG HSBOVMBS nPXT POF TPMWFT FRVBUJPOT UIBU EFTDSJCF UIF
EZOBNJDT PG UIF TZTUFN "T IBT CFFO EJTDVTTFE JO QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST UIF NPUJPO PG UIF
QBSUJDMFT JT EFTDSJCFE CZ /FXUPOT FRVBUJPOT PG NPUJPO BOE UIF nVJE JT EFTDSJCFE CZ
UIF /BWJFS4UPLFT FRVBUJPOT "U UIF NPTU EFUBJMFE MFWFM POF TPMWFT UIFTF FRVBUJPOT CZ
JNQPTJOH B OPTMJQ DPOEJUJPO PO UIF CPVOEBSZ CFUXFFO UIF nVJE BOE UIF QBSUJDMFT BT
XFMM BT CFUXFFO nVJE BOE UIF DPOmOJOH XBMM ɨJT BQQSPBDI JT DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ IFBWZ
BOE UIFSFGPSF OPU TVJUBCMF GPS EFOTF nPXT XIFSF UIF OVNCFS PG QBSUJDMFT JT MBSHF
*O PSEFS UP TUVEZ MBSHF TZTUFNT BQQSPYJNBUJPOT BSF OFDFTTBSZ 0OF BQQSPBDI JT UP
BWFSBHF PVU UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ JF JOTUFBE PG TPMWJOH GPS UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ BU FBDI QPJOU
UIF nVJE JT SFQSFTFOUFE CZ B MPDBMMZ BWFSBHFE WFMPDJUZ ɨF FRVBUJPOT PG NPUJPO GPS UIF
QBSUJDMFT SFNBJOT UP CF TPMWFE TFQBSBUFMZ ɨJT BQQSPBDI JT SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF EJTDSFUF
FMFNFOU NFUIPE 	%&.
 7BSJPVT WFSTJPOT PG UIJT NFUIPE IBWF CFFO EFWFMPQFE 0OF
PG UIFN JT 4UPLFTJBO EZOBNJDT<õø öï> *O 4UPLFTJBO EZOBNJDT UIF IZESPEZOBNJD GPSDF
	JF UIF GPSDF CFUXFFO UIF nVJE BOE UIF QBSUJDMFT
 JT HJWFO BT
FI = −R'6 · (UQ − u∞) +R'& : e, 	òð

XIFSF UQ JT UIF QBSUJDMF WFMPDJUZ u∞ JT UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ R'6 BOE R'& BSF UXP SFT
JTUBODF NBUSJDFT BOE e UIF TUSBJOSBUF UFOTPS 4UPLFTJBO EZOBNJDT HJWFT B GBJSMZ BDDVSBUF
EFTDSJQUJPO PG IZESPEZOBNJD GPSDFT GPS nPXT XJUI TNBMM 3FZOPMET OVNCFS "OPUIFS
BQQSPYJNBUJPO JT UP UBLF B MPDBM BWFSBHF PG CPUI UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ BOE UIF QBSUJDMF
WFMPDJUZ ɨF FRVBUJPOT PG NPUJPO UIFO MPPL BT GPS UXP DPOUJOVPVT QIBTFT 	PS UXP JNB
HJOBSZ nVJET
 ɨJT BQQSPBDI JT UIVT SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF iUXP nVJE NPEFMw BOE JT NPTUMZ
ñô
VTFE JO DPOUJOVVN NPEFMMJOHUIFPSZ<öð>
*O UIJT XPSL XF VTFE B EJTDSFUF FMFNFOU NFUIPE JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT XIFSF QBSUJDMFT
BSF DJSDVMBS EJTDT )ZESPEZOBNJDT JT EFTDSJCFE WJB B DPOUJOVVN BQQSPBDI ɨF NBJO
EJĊFSFODF GSPN 4UPLFTJBO EZOBNJDT JT UIBU UIF BWFSBHJOH TDBMF PG UIF nVJE JT NVDI MBSHFS
UIBO UIF QBSUJDMF TJ[F BOE UIF GFFECBDL PG UIF QBSUJDMFT PO UIF nVJE GPMMPXT B NFBOmFME
BQQSPYJNBUJPO ɨJT MFBET UP B nVJE WFMPDJUZ uG = (Zγ˙, ) CFJOH EFQFOEFOU POMZ PO UIF
Z−DPPSEJOBUF PG UIF nVJE JF UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ JT DPOTUBOU BMPOH UIF Y−DPPSEJOBUF GPS
DPOTUBOU Z ɨF UJNF TUFQ EU JT DIPTFO TP UIBU JU JT TNBMMFS UIBO UIF GBTUFTU DIBSBDUFSJTUJD
UJNFTDBMF JO UIF TZTUFN FH BNPOH WJTDPVT SFMBYBUJPO WJCSBUJPOT BU UIF DPOUBDUT FUD
.PSF EFUBJMFE EFTDSJQUJPOT PG GPSDFT BOE EZOBNJDT BSF HJWFO CFMPX
ð 'PSDFT
'JHVSF  4LFUDI PG UXP EJTDT JO DPOUBDU XJUI FBDI PUIFS XJUI JMMVTUSBUJPO PG f JKO BOE f
JK
U BT XFMM BT UIF PWFSMBQ δJKO 
ðð $POUBDU GPSDFT
"T QBDLJOH GSBDUJPOT BSF IJHI JO EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT BOE HSBOVMBS nPXT DPOUBDU GPSDFT
CFUXFFO DPMMJEJOH EJTDT BSF EPNJOBUJOH ɨF DPOUBDU GPSDF JT NPEFMMFE CZ UXP EBNQFE
IBSNPOJD TQSJOHT POF GPS UIF OPSNBM GPSDF BOE POF GPS UIF UBOHFOUJBM GPSDF 'PS UXP
DPMMJEJOH EJTDT J BOE K UIF DPOUBDU GPSDF CFUXFFO UIFN DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BT<òï>
f JK = f JKO + f
JK










XIFSF LO JT UIF OPSNBM TQSJOH DPOTUBOU ζO JT UIF OPSNBM EJTTJQBUJPO DPOTUBOU δ
JK
O JT
UIF OPSNBM PWFSMBQ CFUXFFO J BOE K BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH òð LU = LO/ JT UIF UBOHFOUJBM
TQSJOH DPOTUBOU BOE δJKU JT UIF SFMBUJWF UBOHFOUJBM EJTQMBDFNFOU CFUXFFO J BOE K BT EFmOFE
ñõ
JO &R òò ζU JT UIF OPSNBM EJTTJQBUJPO DPOTUBOU nJK EFOPUFT UIF OPSNBM VOJU WFDUPS BOE
tJK EFOPUFT UIF UBOHFOUJBM VOJU WFDUPS BOE UIF EPUT JOEJDBUFT B UJNF EFSJWBUJWF *O PVS
TJNVMBUJPOT XF FOTVSF UIBU UIF EJTDT BSF OPOEFGPSNBCMF BOE SJHJE JF LO/1   	JO
QSBDUJDF XF LFFQ LO/1 > <òï>
 0OMZ PWFSMBQT CFUXFFO QBJST PG EJTDT BSF DPOTJEFSFE
IFSF BOE PWFSMBQT DBVTFE CZ NVMUJQMF EJTDT BSF OFHMFDUFE CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF WFSZ VOMJLFMZ
EVF UP UIF IJHI SJHJEJUZ PG EJTDT 'JH òñ JMMVTUSBUF UIF PWFSMBQ DBVTFE CZ UISFF EJTDT
XIJDI JT NBSLFE CMBDL
'JHVSF  4LFUDI TIPXJOH UISFF EJTDT JO DPOUBDU XJUI FBDI PUIFS UIF PWFSMBQ DBVTFE CZ UIF UISFF EJTDT BSF DPMPSFE CMBDL








XIFSF VJKU JT UIF UBOHFOUJBM QSPKFDUJPO PG UIF SFMBUJWF WFMPDJUZ CFUXFFO J BOE K
VJKU = tJK · uJK, 	òó

XIFSF u JK JT UIF SFMBUJWF WFMPDJUZ *O BEEJUJPO UIF UBOHFOUJBM GPSDF JT SFTUSJDUFE CZ UIF
$PVMPNC GSJDUJPO JF UIF NBYJNVN WBMVF PG f JKU JT SFTUSJDUFE CZ UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH f
JK
O 
|f JKU | ≤ Q|f JKO |, 	òô

XIFSF Q JT UIF QBSUJDMF GSJDUJPO DPFċDJFOU XIJDI SFnFDUT UIF TVSGBDF QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF
EJTDT " UZQJDBM WBMVF GPS Q JT . 'PS FYBNQMF TVSGBDFT PG TUFFM HMBTT DISPNJVN
OZMPOõõ BMM IBWF WBMVFT BSPVOE . <öñ>





Ż + (ln F)
, 	òõ

XIFSF NJK = NJNK/(NJ + NK) JT UIF SFEVDFE NBTT ɨF SFTUJUVUJPO DPFċDJFOU F EF
TDSJCFT UIF WFMPDJUZ EJĊFSFODF CFGPSF BOE BGUFS DPMMJTJPO ɨF UBOHFOUJBM EJTTJQBUJPO
ñö
DPOTUBOU JT EFmOFE TJNJMBSMZ CZ SFQMBDJOH LO JO &R òõ XJUI LU " EJTTJQBUJWF DPMMJTJPO
DBO CF JOUVJUJWFMZ JMMVTUSBUFE CZ UIF USBKFDUPSZ PG B CPVODJOH CBMM BT TIPXO JO 'JH òò "
MBSHFS F JOEJDBUFT UIBU MFTT FOFSHZ JT EJTTJQBUFE EVSJOH FBDI DPMMJTJPO BT TFFO CZ DPNQBS





'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD QMPU PG UIF USBKFDUPSZ PG B CBMM CPVODJOH PO IBSE TVSGBDF XJUI UXP SFTUJUVUJPO DPFGmDJFOU F
CZ UIF WJTDPVT GPSDF BOE XF IBWF DIPTFO UP QVU F =  	JF OP WFMPDJUZ MPTT JO DPMMJTJPOT

EVF UP OVNFSJDBM SFBTPOT TP UIBU XF DBO VTF B TJNQMF PWFSEBNQFE EZOBNJDT XIJDI POMZ
JOWPMWFT TJOHMF QBSUJDMF WFMPDJUJFT
ðñ 7JTDPVT GPSDF
"QBSU GSPN UIF DPOUBDU GPSDF UIF nVJE BMTP FYFSUT GPSDFT PO UIF EJTDT )ZESPEZOBNJD
GPSDFT JO TVTQFOTJPOT PG OFVUSBMMZ CVPZBOU EJTDT XJUI QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ DBO CF EF




= ∇ · σG − F, 	òö

XIFSF ρG JT UIF nVJE EFOTJUZ σ
G JT UIF nVJE TUSFTT UFOTPS BOEF JT UIF UPUBM GPSDF CFUXFFO
UIF nVJE BOE UIF EJTDT 3FDBMMJOH UIBU UIF nVJE JT /FXUPOJBO &R òö DBO CF TJNQMJmFE
UP
∇ · σG − FW = . 	ò÷

ñ÷
ɨF GPSDF FW JT EFmOFE BT UIF TVN PG UIF ESBH GPSDF BOE UIF "SDIJNFEFT GPSDF PWFS BMM










XIFSF fArchiJ = 7Q∇ · σGJ BOE 7Q JT UIF QBSUJDMF WPMVNF 1MVHHJOH &R òø JOUP &R ò÷


















ɨF WJTDPVT ESBH fdragJ JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT JT HJWFO CZ SFGPSNVMBUJOH &R ññö
fdragJ = ŻηG(u
G − uQJ ), 	òðñ

XIFSF uG JT UIF nVJE WFMPDJUZ BOE uQ JT UIF EJTD WFMPDJUZ ɨF WJTDPVT UPSRVF DBO CF
DBMDVMBUFE TJNJMBSMZ XJUI
τ dragJ = ŻηG(ω
G − ωQJ ), 	òðò

XIFSF ωG = γ˙/ JT UIF BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ PG UIF nVJE BOE ωQ JT UIF BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ PG
UIF EJTD #FTJEFT WJTDPVT ESBH UIF EJTDT BSF BMTP TVCKFDUFE UP QBJS MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDFT
)FSF XF VTF B SFHVMBSJTFE MVCSJDBUJPO NPEFM UP DPNQVUF UIF GPSDF " TDIFNBUJD QMPU
PG UIJT GPSDF JT TFFO JO 'JH ñðñ ɨF FRVBUJPOT VTFE GPS DPNQVUJOH MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDFT



























XIFSF f JKlub,n JT UIF OPSNBM MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF BOE f
JK
lub,t JT UIF UBOHFOUJBM MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDF
IJK JT UIF HBQ CFUXFFO UIF UXP EJTDT J BOE K vJ BOE vK BSF UIF WFMPDJUJFT PG EJTDT J BOE K
BU UIF DMPTFTU QPJOUT EJK = EJEK/(EJ + EK) BOE ǈ JT UIF SFHVMBSJTBUJPO MFOHUI SFMBUFE
UP UIF SPVHIOFTT PG UIF QBSUJDMFT ɨF UPSRVF FYFSUFE PO EJTD J GSPN MVCSJDBUJPO GPSDFT
CFUXFFO EJTD J BOE K JT
τ lubJ = f
JK
lub,t × rJ 	òðõ

XIFSF rJ UIF QPTJUJPO WFDUPS PG QBSUJDMF J
ñø
ñ %ZOBNJDT
ñð &RVBUJPO PG NPUJPO











XIFSF f WJ JT UIF WJTDPVT GPSDF EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QPTJUJPO BOE UIF WFMPDJUZ PG UIF QBSUJDMF
f FYUJ JT UIF FYUFSOBM GPSDF BOE f DJK JT UIF DPOUBDU GPSDF CPUI EFQFOEJOH PO UIF DVSSFOU
QPTJUJPO PG UIF QBSUJDMF ɨF QBSUJDMF QPTJUJPOT BOE WFMPDJUJFT DBO CF DBMDVMBUFE CZ JO
UFHSBUJOH &R òðö VTJOH UIF 7FSMFU BMHPSJUIN<öô> 	OPUF UIBU 7FSMFU BMHPSJUIN JT OPU
VTFE GPS UIF TVTQFOTJPOT JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF XIFSF XF IBWF PWFSEBNQFE -BOHFWJO
EZOBNJDT JOTUFBE BT EJTDVTTFE JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO

rJ(U+ ǈU) = rJ(U)− rJ(U− ǈU) + NJ
(

























XIFSF uJ(U+ ǈU) BOE rJ(U+ ǈU) BSF UIF OFX WFMPDJUZ BOE QPTJUJPO rJ(U) JT UIF DVSSFOU
QPTJUJPO BOE rJ(U− ǈU) JT UIF PME QPTJUJPO BOE ǈU JT UIF UJNF TUFQ 4JNJMBS FRVBUJPOT
BSF VTFE GPS UIF BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ VTJOH UIF NPNFOU PG JOFSUJB GPS UIF EJTDT
ññ 0WFSEBNQFE -BOHFWJO EZOBNJDT
*O UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF QBSUJDMF EZOBNJDT BSF TUSJDUMZ PWFSEBNQFE XIJDI HJWFT GPSDF BOE
UPSRVF CBMBODF <öõ>





fJK = , 	òñï






τJK = . 	òñð

XIFSF f FYUJ JT UIF FYUFSOBM GPSDF f WJ JT UIF WJTDPVT GPSDF UIF TVN PG XIJDI JT HJWFO CZ
&R òðð BOE fJK JT UIF DPOUBDU GPSDF HJWFO CZ &R òñ τ FYUJ  τ WJ BOE
∑
K τJK BSF UPSRVFT
SFTVMUJOH GSPN FYUFSOBM WJTDPVT BOE DPOUBDU GPSDFT SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨF FYUFSOBM GPSDF f FYUJ
JO TIFBSFE TVTQFOTJPOT DPNFT GSPN XBMMT TP GPS QBSUJDMFT JO CVML XF IBWF






$PNCJOJOH XJUI &R òðñ UIF WFMPDJUZ PG UIF QBSUJDMF DBO CF DBMDVMBUFE BTTVNJOH OP
FYUFSOBM GPSDFT





BOE UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF QBSUJDMFT JT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN
rJ(U+ ǈU) = rJ(U) + uJ(U)ǈU. 	òñó

ɨF BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ JT DBMDVMBUFE TJNJMBSMZ GPS UIF UPSRVF
ò .PEFMT GPS GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT
"T XF IBWF EJTDVTTFE JO TFDUJPO òô %45 DBO CF FYQMBJOFE CZ BO iBDUJWBUJPOw PG GSJD
UJPOBM DPOUBDUT *O PSEFS UP SFQSPEVDF %45 CFIBWJPS JO TJNVMBUJPOT XF JOUSPEVDF UIF
$SJUJDBM -PBE .PEFM 	$-.
 JO PVS TJNVMBUJPOT <óô ôò ô÷> $-. EFTDSJCFT UIF GSJDUJPO
DPFċDJFOU CFUXFFO QBSUJDMF J BOE K JKQ  BT B TUFQ GVODUJPO
JKp =
{
Q, |f JKn | ≥ G cln ;
, |f JKn | < G cln ,
	òñô

XIFSF f JKn JT UIF OPSNBM GPSDF CFUXFFO J BOE K BOE G cln JT B UISFTIPME GPSDF XIJDI SFQSFTFOUT
UIF SFQVMTJWF MBZFS BSPVOE QBSUJDMFT "DDPSEJOH UP $-. DPOUBDUT CFUXFFO UXP QBSUJDMFT
BSF GSJDUJPOBM POMZ XIFO UIF OPSNBM GPSDF PWFSDPNFT UIF UISFTIPME GPSDF PUIFSXJTF
DPOUBDUT BSF OPOGSJDUJPOBM 8IJMF $-. JT DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ GBTU JU OFHMFDUT UIF MFOHUI
TDBMF PG SFQVMTJWF MBZFST 4VDI BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO JT SFBTPOBCMF TJODF UIF TJ[F PG SFQVMTJWF
MBZFS VTVBMMZ JT NVDI TNBMMFS UIBO UIF TJ[F PG UIF QBSUJDMFT $POUBDUT BSF EFmOFE BT
GSJDUJPOBM JG JKp = Q BOE OPOGSJDUJPOBM JG 
JK
p =  ɨF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT
JT EFmOFE BT χG = ;G/; XIFSF ;G JT UIF BWFSBHF OVNCFS PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT BOE ; JT
UIF BWFSBHF UPUBM OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT
*O PSEFS UP DMPTFMZ JOWFTUJHBUF UIF SPMF PG UIF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT χG JO TVTQFO
TJPO SIFPMPHZ XF EFTJHO BO JEFBM TVTQFOTJPO DPOTJTUJOH PG B CJOBSZ NJYUVSF PG SPVHI
EJTDT 	JF JQ = Q
 BOE JEFBMMZ TNPPUI EJTDT 	JF 
J
Q = 
 ɨF GSJDUJPO DPFċDJFOU




Q XIJDI XF DBMM UIF CJOBSZ NPEFM $MFBSMZ POMZ
DPOUBDUT CFUXFFO UXP SPVHI QBSUJDMFT BSF GSJDUJPOBM ɨF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT
χG DBO UIFSFGPSF CF XFMMDPOUSPMMFE CZ BEKVTUJOH UIF BNPVOU PG SPVHI EJTDT JO UIF TZT
UFN 8F VTF UIF CJOBSZ NPEFM IFSF BT B UPZ NPEFM GPS B CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF
SPMF PG UIF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT JO NBDSPTDPQJD SIFPMPHZ PG TVTQFOTJPOT
òð
ó 4JNVMBUJPO EFUBJMT
'JHVSF  " TOBQTIPU GSPN TJNVMBUJPOT UIF CMBDL BSSPX JOEJDBUFT UIF JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF BOE QVSQMF BSSPXT EFTDSJCF nVJE
UIF WFMPDJUZ QSPmMF
'JH òó JT B TOBQTIPU UBLFO GPSN BO BDUVBM TJNVMBUJPO 8F VTF JU IFSF UP JMMVTUSBUF PVS
TJNVMBUJPO CPY ɨF TJNVMBUJPO CPY DPOUBJOT SPVHIMZ  DJSDVMBS EJTDT ɨF EJTD
EJBNFUFST BSF EFTDSJCFE CZ B nBU EJTUSJCVUJPO XJUI ±% QPMZEJTQFSTJUZ XJUI BWFSBHF
EJBNFUFS E "MM MFOHUIT JO UIF TJNVMBUJPOT BSF JO VOJUT PG E ɨF XBMMT DPOTJTU PG UIF TBNF
UZQFT PG EJTDT BT JO UIF TVTQFOTJPO CVU HMVFE UPHFUIFS 8BMM QBSUJDMFT BSF NBSLFE SFE JO
'JH òó 'PS TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI DPOTUBOU JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF UIF CPUUPN XBMM JT mYFE BOE
UIF UPQ XBMM JT BEKVTUBCMF XJUI BO JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF 1 BMPOH UIF Z−BYJT XIJDI CBMBODFT
UIF OPSNBM TUSFTT BMPOH UIF Z−BYJT BU TUFBEZ TUBUF 'PS TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI DPOTUBOU QBDL
JOH GSBDUJPO CPUI XBMMT BSF mYFE BMPOH UIF Z−BYJT 'PS TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI TUFBEZ TIFBS
UIF UPQ XBMM NPWFT BU DPOTUBOU WFMPDJUZ BMPOH UIF Y−BYJT SFTVMUJOH JO B TUSBJO PG UIF
TVTQFOTJPO XJUI DPOTUBOU TUSBJO SBUF 'PS TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI PTDJMMBUJPO BO BEEJUJPOBM
PTDJMMBUPSZ GVODUJPO BMPOH UIF Y−BYJT JT BQQMJFE UP UIF UPQ XBMM SFTVMUJOH BO PTDJMMBUJOH
TIFBSSBUF γ˙ = γ˙ + γ˙ cos(ωU) 8F EFmOF F = γ˙/γ˙ BT UIF NBHOJUVEF PG PTDJMMB
UJPO BOE G = γ = γ˙/ω BT UIF NBYJNVN TUSBJO DBVTFE CZ PTDJMMBUJPO ɨF nVJE JT
TJNVMBUFE BT B DPOUJOVVN WFMPDJUZ QSPmMF XJUI B OPTMJQ CPVOEBSZ BU UIF XBMMT ɨF
WFMPDJUZ QSPmMF JT JMMVTUSBUFE CZ QVSQMF MJOFT JO 'JH òó 1FSJPEJD CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT
BSF BQQMJFE BMPOH UIF YBYJT BOE UIF JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO EJTDT JT DBMDVMBUFE GPMMPXJOH
UIF OFBSFTU JNBHF DPOWFOUJPO BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH òô
òñ
'JHVSF  4LFUDI PG B TJNVMBUJPO CPY 	BT SFQSFTFOUFE CZ UIF SFDUBOHMF XJUI TPMJE MJOFT
 BOE JUT UXP OFJHICPS JNBHFT
	EBTIFE MJOFT
 5IF JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF CMVF BOE SFE EJTDT JO UIF TJNVMBUJPO CPY JT DPOTJEFSFE CZ DBMDVMBUJOH
UIF JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF CMVF BOE SFE EJTD JO UIF OFJHICPSJOH JNBHF CPY BT JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF BSSPX













XIFSF " JT UIF BSFB PWFS XIJDI TUSFTTFT BSF TBNQMFE fJ JT UIF UPUBM GPSDF BDUJOH PO EJTD
J σYZ = σZY JT UIF TIFBS TUSFTT BOE σYY BOE σZZ BSF UIF OPSNBM TUSFTTFT BMPOH UIF Y−
BOE Z−BYJT SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨF SFQPSUFE WBMVFT BSF FOTFNCMF BWFSBHFT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN
UIF WBMVFT UIBU BSF TBNQMFE UISPVHIPVU UIF TJNVMBUJPOT #FGPSF TBNQMJOH B QSFTIFBS
QSPUPDPM JT SVO UP FOTVSF UIBU XF TBNQMF GSPN UIF TUFBEZ TUBUF PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT *O DBTF
PG DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF TIFBS TUSBJO γ JT BMXBZT LFQU MBSHFS UIBO  JO PSEFS UP HVBSBOUFF
TVċDJFOU TBNQMJOH *O DBTF PG PTDJMMBUJPO TBNQMJOH JT FJUIFS PWFS BU MFBTU ðï PTDJMMBUJPO





ð 1BQFS Ě "OBMPH PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH nPXT VO
EFS DPOmOJOH QSFTTVSF
*O 1BQFS Ě XF GPDVT PO EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF VOEFS QSFTTVSFJNQPTFE
TIFBS ɨF QBSUJDMF GSJDUJPO DPFċDJFOU Q =  8F mSTU JOWFTUJHBUF TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI UIF
CJOBSZ NPEFM XIFSF UIF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT χG JT XFMMDPOUSPMMFE BOE TIPX
UIBU UIF GSBDUJPO PG GSJDUJPOBM DPOUBDUT χG OFFET UP CF JODMVEFE JOUP UIF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBX
UP DIBSBDUFSJTF TVDI TVTQFOTJPOT
φ = φ(+, χG), 	óð

η/ηG = H(φ, χG). 	óñ

&R óð BOE óñ BSF VTFE UP EFTDSJCF TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI UIF $SJUJDBM -PBE .PEFM 	$-.

XIFSF χG JT BMMPXFE UP BEBQU EVSJOH TJNVMBUJPOT ɨFSFGPSF BO FYUSB DPOTUJUVUJWF MBX JT
JOUSPEVDFE UP DIBSBDUFSJTF χG
χG = χG(Gˆ, +), 	óò

XIFSF Gˆ = G cln /(1E) JT B EJNFOTJPOMFTT UISFTIPME GPSDF 5XP TIFBS QSPUPDPMT BSF FN
QMPZFE EVSJOH UIF TJNVMBUJPOT UIF mSTU POF EFDSFBTFT + CZ LFFQJOH UIF QSFTTVSF 1 DPO
TUBOU BOE HSBEVBMMZ EFDSFBTF UIF TIFBSSBUF γ˙ UIF TFDPOE POF EFDSFBTFT + CZ LFFQJOH
UIF TIFBSSBUF γ˙ DPOTUBOU BOE HSBEVBMMZ JODSFBTJOH QSFTTVSF 1 'PS TIFBS QSPUPDPMT XJUI
DPOTUBOU 1 DPOUJOVPVT nPX DVSWFT CFUXFFO UXP CSBODIFT BSF PCTFSWFE XIJMF GPS UIF
DPOTUBOU γ˙ TIFBS QSPUPDPM DVTQFE DVSWFT BSF PCTFSWFE BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH óð ɨJT
òô























n /γ˙ηfd = 10.0
f
cl
n /γ˙ηfd = 30.0
f
cl
n /γ˙ηfd = 100.0
f
cl
n /γ˙ηfd = 150.0
f
cl
n /γ˙ηfd = 300.0
f
cl
n /γ˙ηfd = 950.0
f
cl
























'JHVSF  'MPX DVSWFT PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT JO WJTDPVT SFHJNF XJUI DPOTUBOU γ˙ TIFBS QSPUPDPM TZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO
SFTVMUT BOE EBTIFE MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG &R  BOE 
JOEJDBUFT B OFHBUJWF EZOBNJD DPNQSFTTJCJMJUZ 4VDI CFIBWJPST DBO CF FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF
GBDU UIBU χG JODSFBTFT XJUI 1 SFTVMUJOH JO IJHIFS QBSUJDMF QSFTTVSF XIJDI XJMM FYQBOE
UIF TVTQFOTJPO































'JHVSF  7JTDPTJUZ η/ηG BT B GVODUJPO PG QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ GPS WBSJPVT α XJUI + = . % =  	EFmOFE JO &R 

GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT DVSWFT BSF QSPEVDFE CZ TFUUJOH % =  BOE∞ TZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT GPS α =
 	DJSDMFT
  	TRVBSFT
 BOE  	EJBNPOET

'VSUIFSNPSF XF FYQSFTT UIF EJĊFSFODF TIFBS QSPUPDPMT CZ B DPNCJOBUJPO PG Gˆ BOE +
" DPOTUBOU 1 TIFBS QSPUPDPM DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BT LFFQJOH Gˆ +  DPOTUBOU 4JNJMBSMZ B
DPOTUBOU γ˙ TIFBS QSPUPDPM DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BT DPOTUBOU Gˆ + − 5P VOJGZ UIFTF UXP TIFBS
òõ







XIFSF + JT B SFTDBMJOH DPOTUBOU HJWJOH UIF JOnFDUJPO QPJOU BT α WBSJFT % BOE α FODPEF
UIF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF UISFTIPME GPSDF BOE UIF EJĊFSFOU TIFBS QSPUPDPMT 'JH óñ TIPXT
BOBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPOT PG nPX DVSWFT VTJOH &R óð BOE óò %JĊFSFOU USBOTJUJPO QBUIXBZT
BSF PCTFSWFE 4JNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT PG UISFF DPSSFTQPOEJOH DBTFT BSF QMPUUFE XJUI HPPE
BHSFFNFOU XJUI BOBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPO
*O BEEJUJPO XF SVO B GFX TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI B iTPGUFSw $-.NPEFM JF B MJOFBS GVODUJPO









, |f JKn | < G cln .
	óô

3FTVMUT BSF QMPUUFE JO 'JH óò 4JNJMBS DVTQFE DVSWFT DBO CF TFFOXJUI B TNBMMFS DVSWBUVSF
DPNQBSFE XJUI UIF DVSWFT JO 'JH óð	B























n /γ˙η0d = 10.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 30.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 100.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 300.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 950.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 3000.0
f
cl
n /γ˙η0d = 10000.0
frictionless
'JHVSF  7JTDPTJUZ η/ηG BT B GVODUJPO PG QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ XJUI JKp EFTDSJCFE CZ &R 
òö
ñ 1BQFS ĚĚ 6OJGZJOH WJTDPVT BOE JOFSUJBM SFHJNFT PG EJTDPOUJOV
PVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH TVTQFOTJPOT
*O 1BQFS ĚĚ XF FYUFOE PVS mOEJOHT JO 1BQFS Ě BOE QSFTFOU VOJmFE DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT
GPS EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH TVTQFOTJPOT TQBOOJOH GSPN UIF WJTDPVT UP JOFSUJB
SFHJNFT 	JF */+ ∈ [,∞]
 ɨF QBSUJDMF GSJDUJPO DPFċDJFOU  JT TFU UP . XIFO UIFZ
BSF GSJDUJPOBM JO UIJT QBQFS ɨF HFOFSBM JEFB PG UIF VOJmDBUJPO JT UIBU UIF TIFBS TUSFTT
σYZ BOE UIF QSFTTVSF 1 DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BT MJOFBS DPNCJOBUJPOT PG WJTDPVT BOE JOFSUJBM
DPOUSJCVUJPOT BT TIPXO JO &RT ñóð BOE ñóñ JO $IBQUFS ñ 'PS UIF GSJDUJPO BOE QBDLJOH
GSBDUJPO MBXT XF FNQMPZ QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM FYQSFTTJPOT
φ = φD − Bφ,O, 	óõ





XIFSF , = + + α* , = + + α*γ  BOE α α O γ BSF BMM FNQJSJDBM QBSBNFUFST
XIJDI BSF χGEFQFOEFOU *O UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTF γ =  TP UIBU H+,σ BOE H*,σ 	JOUSPEVDFE
JO &R ñðð BOE ñòô 
 TIBSF UIF TBNF FYQPOFOU PG EJWFSHFODF BOE POF IBT H+,σ = H*,σ/α
*O UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTF γ =  XIJDI MFBE UP EJĊFSFOU FYQPOFOUT PG EJWFSHFODF CFUXFFO
H+,σ BOE H*,σ BOE UIVT H*,σ/H+,σ CFDPNFT φEFQFOEFOU )PXFWFS XF mOE UIBU BT φ →
φD POF HFUT H*,σ → αH+,σ "T φ HFUT TNBMMFS H*,σ EFWJBUFT GSPN αH+,σ *O UIF EFOTF
SFHJNF UIJT EJĊFSFODF JT TNBMM  BT TIPXO JO 'JH óó )FODF XF DBO BQQSPYJNBUF
H*,σ ≈ αH+,σ GPS UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTF





























'JHVSF  1MPUT PG αH+,σ 	TPMJE MJOFT
 BOE H*,σ 	EBTIFE MJOFT
 GPS UIF GSJDUJPOBM 	Q = . SFE MJOFT
 BOE UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT
DBTFT 	Q =  CMBDL MJOFT

7BMVFT PG BMM FNQJSJDBM QBSBNFUFST BOE UIFJS EFQFOEFODF PO χG BSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN




























'JHVSF  7BMVFT PG χG BU EJGGFSFOU (Gˆ ;)− GPS TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI WBSJPVT */+ SFE TZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT GPS WJTDPVT
TVTQFOTJPOT 	*/+ = 
 CMBDL TZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT GPS JOFSUJBM TVTQFOTJPOT 	*/+ = ∞
 TZNCPMT XJUI
PUIFS DPMPST BSF SFTVMUT XJUI mOJUF */+ UIF TPMJE MJOF BOE UIF EBTIFE MJOF BSF QMPUT PG χG =  − tanh(L · Gˆ ;)
XJUI L = . GPS UIF TPMJE MJOF BOE L = . GPS UIF EBTIFE MJOF
TFFO JO 'JH óô χG GPS WBSJPVT */+ DPMMBQTF UP B NBTUFS DVSWF XIFO QMPUUFE BT B GVOD
UJPO PG (Gˆ ;)− ɨF EFSJWFE DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT BSF BQQMJFE UP TJNVMBUJPO EBUB PCUBJOFE
GSPN $-. 'JHT óõ BOE óö TIPX CFIBWJPVST PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI EJĊFSFOU */+
'JH óõ TIPXT UIF DBTFT PG UIF GVMMZ GSJDUJPOBM BOE GVMMZ GSJDUJPOMFTT BOE 'JH óö TIPXT
UIF DBTFT XJUI Gˆ =  " HPPE DPMMBQTF CFUXFFO EBUB XJUI EJĊFSFOU */+ JT PCTFSWFE JO BMM
UIF DBTFT JOEJDBUJOH UIBU PVS VOJmDBUJPO JT WBMJE ɨF EBTIFE MJOFT BSF UIF QMPUT PG UIF
DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT XIJDI TIPX B HPPE BHSFFNFOU XJUI UIF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMU








4JNJMBSMZ  FODPEF EJĊFSFOU TIFBS QSPUPDPMT BOE , JT B DPOTUBOU UIBU HJWFT UIF JOUFSTFD
UJPO QPJOU BT  WBSJFT 	JF UIF QPJOU XIFSF DVSWFT GPS EJĊFSFOU TIFBS QSPUPDPMT JOUFSTFDU

*O 'JH ó÷ XF QSFTFOU BOBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPOT PG H+,σ XJUI EJĊFSFOU  UPHFUIFS XJUI TJNV
MBUJPO EBUB GPS  = −  BOE  BOE EJĊFSFOU */+ *O 'JH óø XF GVSUIFSNPSF TIPX UIBU
PVS DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT BSF BCMF UP SFQSPEVDF UZQJDBM TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH CFIBWJPVST VOEFS
DPOTUBOU φ 'JH óø	B
 TIPXT QSFEJDUJPOT PG H+,σ 	PS FRVJWBMFOUMZ UIF SFTDBMFE WJTDPTJUZ
JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF
 VOEFS DPOTUBOU φ ɨF JODSFBTF JO WJTDPTJUZ CFDPNFT NPSF ESBTUJD
BT φ JODSFBTFT 'JH óø	C
 BOE 	D
 TIPX UIF DBTFT XIFSF TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH IBQQFOT BU
JOUFSNFEJBUF BOE IJHI 4UPLFT OVNCFS SFTQFDUJWFMZ *O 'JH óø	C
 UIF TVTQFOTJPOT TUBSU
JO UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF XIFSF UIF WJTDPTJUJFT SFNBJO DPOTUBOU UIFO VOEFSHP EJTDPOUJOV
òø
PVT TIFBSUIJDLFOJOH BOE FOUFS UIF JOFSUJBM SFHJNF XIFSF UIF WJTDPTJUJFT JODSFBTF MJOFBSMZ
XJUI UIF TIFBSSBUF *O 'JH óø	D
 UIF TVTQFOTJPOT BSF BMXBZT JO UIF JOFSUJBM SFHJNF TP
UIBU UIF WJTDPTJUJFT JODSFBTF MJOFBSMZ XJUI UIF TIFBSSBUF CFGPSF BOE BGUFS EJTDPOUJOVPVT
TIFBSUIJDLFOJOH





























































'JHVSF  3FTDBMFE WJTDPTJUZ H+,σ BT GVODUJPOT PG φ BOE 	C
 φ BT GVODUJPO PG , GPS GSJDUJPOBM 	FNQUZ TZNCPMT
 BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT
	mMMFE TZNCPM
 TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI WBSJPVT */+ BT JOEJDBUFE CZ MFHFOET 4ZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT BOE EBTIFE
MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG UIF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT











































































'JHVSF  3FTDBMFE WJTDPTJUZ H+,σ BT GVODUJPOT PG φ BOE 	C
 φ BT GVODUJPO PG , JO UIF JOTFU  BT GVODUJPOT PG , GPS
TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI Gˆ =  BOE WBSJPVT */+ BT JOEJDBUFE CZ MFHFOET 4ZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT BOE EBTIFE
MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG UIF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT
óï








































'JHVSF  "OBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPOT PG H+,σ BT GVODUJPOT PG φ GPS TVTQFOTJPOT XJUI F =  BOE WBSJPVT  BT JOEJDBUFE
CZ MFHFOET 4ZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT SFE DJSDMFT DPSSFTQPOET UP  =  CMVF USJBOHMFT DPSSFTQPOE UP
 = − HSFFO EJBNPOET DPSSFTQPOET UP  =  UIF mMMFE TZNCPMT DPSSFTQPOE UP UIF WJTDPVT SFHJNF 	*/+ = 

UIF FNQUZ TZNCPMT UIF JOFSUJB SFHJNF 	*/+ = ∞
 BOE UIF IBMGmMMFE TZNCPMT */+ =  *O UIF JOTFU QMPUT PG φ


























































































































'JHVSF  "OBMZUJDBM QSFEJDUJPO PG 	B
 H+,σ BT GVODUJPOT PG SFTDBMFE TIFBSSBUF ηGγ˙E/G cln  BOE SFTDBMFE WJTDPTJUZ η/ηG BT
GVODUJPOT PG 4UPLFT OVNCFS XJUI 	C
 JOUFSNFEJBUF 4UPLFT OVNCFS BOE 	D
 MBSHF 4UPLFT OVNCFS GPS TVTQFOTJPOT
VOEFS DPOTUBOU QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO
óð
ò 1BQFS ĚĚĚ 5SBOTJUJPO GSPN TUFBEZ TIFBS UP PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS
SIFPMPHZ PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT
*O 1BQFS ĚĚĚ XF NPWF GSPN UIF DBTF XIFSF XF IBWF DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF UP UIF DBTFT
XIFSF XF IBWF PTDJMMBUJOH TIFBS JF γ˙(U) = γ˙+ γ˙ cos(ωU) 8F TUVEJFE UIF CFIBWJPVS
WJTDPVT TVTQFOTJPOT DPNQPTFE PG FJUIFS GSJDUJPOBM 	Q = .
 PS GSJDUJPOMFTT 	Q = 

QBSUJDMFT VOEFS PTDJMMBUJOH TIFBS XJUIF = γ˙/γ˙ ∈ [·−, ·] BOE G = ω/γ˙ ∈
[−, ] "U DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF UIF WJTDPTJUZ DBO CF PCUBJOFE BT ησ = 〈σ〉/〈γ˙〉
XIJDI XF MBUFS SFGFS UP BT UIF iTUSFTTw WJTDPTJUZ ɨJT FYQSFTTJPO IPXFWFS CFDPNFT
JOBDDVSBUF BT F → ∞ TJODF 〈σ〉 →  BOE 〈γ˙〉 →  'PS QVSF PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS nPXT














 σ(U) cos(ωU)EU JT UIF MPTT NPEVMVT<öö> *O PSEFS UP EFBM XJUI
TIFBS nPXT XIJDI BSF DPNCJOBUJPOT PG B TUFBEZ TIFBS BOE BO PTDJMMBUJOH TIFBS XF HFO







XIFSF "(U) JT B UJNFEFQFOEFOU QSPQFSUZ TVDI BT UIF TIFBS TUSFTT σYZ PS UIF OVNCFS PG
DPOUBDUT ; ɨF JOUFHFS O JT UIF OVNCFS PG PTDJMMBUJPO QFSJPET UIBU BSF BWFSBHFE PWFS
ɨF TIFBSSBUFBWFSBHFE WJTDPTJUZ JT UIFO DBMDVMBUFE BT η|γ˙| = 〈σ〉|γ˙|/〈γ˙〉|γ˙|
8F mSTU DIFDL IPX UIF JOTUBOUBOFPVT WJTDPTJUJFT WBSJFT BOE DPNQBSF EJĊFSFOU WJTDPTJUZ
EFmOJUJPOT BT TIPXO JO 'JH óðï 8F DBO TFF JO 'JH óðï	B
 UIBU BU TNBMMF  UIF JOTUBOU
BOFPVT WJTDPTJUJFT TIPX POMZ TMJHIU nVDUVBUJPOT BSPVOE UIF BWFSBHF XIJDI FRVBMT UIF
WJTDPTJUJFT BU DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF ɨF EJĊFSFOU WJTDPTJUZ EFmOJUJPOT HJWFT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
UIF TBNF WBMVFT "U MBSHF F  PO UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF JOTUBOUBOFPVT WJTDPTJUJFT EJTQMBZ
UXP EJTUJODU BOE BMUFSOBUJOH WJTDPTJUZ QFBLT JO FBDI QFSJPE XIJDI BSF XFMMDPSSFMBUFE
XJUI UIF QFBLT JO TUSBJO BT TFFO JO 'JH óðï	C
 8F DBO TFF UIBU η|γ˙| JO HFOFSBM QFS
GPSNT CFUUFS JO EFTDSJCJOH WJTDPTJUJFT PG TVTQFOTJPOT VOEFS PTDJMMBUJPO BOE JT DMPTFS UP
UIF UJNFBWFSBHFE WJTDPTJUZ η = ω
∫ ŻO/ω
 η(U)EU/(ŻO)
8F UIFO TUVEZ IPX η|γ˙| XJMM WBSZ BU EJĊFSFOU F BOE G GPS B DPOTUBOU φ 8F mOE UIBU
UIF WJTDPTJUJFT TUBSU UP EFDSFBTF BU F >  ɨF EFDSFBTF JT NPSF TJHOJmDBOU GPS TNBMM G
.PSFPWFS BU MBSHFF BOE TNBMM G UIF WJTDPTJUJFT EFDSFBTF UP [FSP BT TFFO JO 'JH óðð	B

"UF <  PO UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF WJTDPTJUJFT BSF DMPTF UP UIF WBMVF BU DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF
SFHBSEMFTT PG G WBMVFT $PNQBSJOH 'JH óðð	B
 BOE 	C
 XF DBO TFF UIBU UIF EFDSFBTF JO
óñ
'JHVSF  *OTUBOUBOFPVT SFTDBMFE WJTDPTJUJFT BU φ = . Q = . G = . BOE 	B
 F = . 	C
 F =  -JOFT
XJUI EJGGFSFOU DPMPST BOE TUZMFT DPSSFTQPOE UP EJGGFSFOU EFmOJUJPO PG WJTDPTJUZ BT JOEJDBUFE JO UIF MFHFOET 5IJO
CMBDL MJOFT JOEJDBUF η/ηG =  5IF SFDUBOHVMBS QMPUT CFOFBUI UIF NBJO mHVSFT TIPX IPX TUSBJO FWPMWFT VOEFS
PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS CMBDL MJOFT TIPX IPX TUSBJO XPVME FWPMWF XJUI B DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF γ˙
WJTDPTJUZ JT JO BHSFFNFOU XJUI UIF EFDSFBTF JO UIF OVNCFS PG DPOUBDUT JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIF
GPSNFS JT B DPOTFRVFODF PG UIF MBUUFS ɨF CFIBWJPVS PG UIF WJTDPTJUZ BOE UIF OVNCFS
PG DPOUBDUT DBO CF EFTDSJCFE CZ B QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM IZQFSCPMJD UBOHFOU GVODUJPO
"|γ˙|/"44 = − D tanh(DF), 	óðð

XIFSF " JT FJUIFS η|γ˙| PS ;|γ˙| D = − "F=∞|γ˙| /"44 BOE D BSF mUUJOH QBSBNFUFST
'JHVSF  	B
 3FTDBMFE WJTDPTJUZ η|γ˙|/η44 	C
 ;|γ˙|/;44 BT GVODUJPO PG F BU WBSJPVT G φ = . BOE Q = . η44 BOE
;44 BSF WBMVFT BU DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF 4ZNCPMT BSF TJNVMBUJPO SFTVMUT BOE EBTIFE MJOFT BSF CFTU mUT PG &R 
8F GVSUIFS EFmOF UIF WJTDPVT OVNCFS BOE NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO GPS TVTQFOTJPOT VOEFS
óò
'JHVSF  	B
 'MPX DVSWFT XJUI FYUFOEFE (+)SIFPMPHZ GPS GSJDUJPOBM TVTQFOTJPOT 	Q = .
 	C
 /VNCFS PG DPOUBDUT ;
GPS FJUIFS GSJDUJPOBM 	FNQUZ TZNCPMT
 BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPOT 	mMMFE TZNCPMT
 #MBDL TZNCPMT DPSSFTQPOE
UP WBMVFT BU DPOTUBOU TIFBSSBUF 	F = 
 XIJMF DPMPVSFE TZNCPMT DPSSFTQPOE UP EJGGFSFOU F BT JOEJDBUFE JO
UIF MFHFOET XJUI φ ∈ [., .]
PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS BT +|γ˙| = ηG〈γ˙/1〉|γ˙| BOE |γ˙| = 〈σ/1〉|γ˙| ɨF SFTVMUT BSF QMPUUFE JO
'JH óðñ XIFSF XF mOE EBUB DPMMBQTFT JO CPUI (+) BOE ;(+) "T TFFO JO 'JH óðñ	B

EBUB QPJOUT BU F <  BSF XFMM EFTDSJCFE CZ UIF PSJHJOBM (+)SIFPMPHZ BU DPOTUBOU





 XJUI max  . +|γ˙|,   BOE κ = .
TIPXO BT TPMJE CMBDL MJOFT JO 'JH óðñ	B
 'JH óðñ	C
 TIPXT QMPUT PG ;(+) XIFSF XF TFF
B TMJHIUMZ CFUUFS DPMMBQTF
óó
ó 1BQFS Ěħ 0TDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS nPXT PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT BU JN
QPTFE QSFTTVSF
*O UIJT XPSL XF GPDVT PO UIF CFIBWJPVST PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT VOEFS QVSF PTDJMMBUPSZ
TIFBS JF γ˙ = γ˙ cos(ωU) BOE γ = γ sin(ωU) XIFSF γ˙ JT UIF TIFBSSBUF NBHOJUVEF
γ = γ˙/ω UIF TUSBJO NBHOJUVEF BOE ω UIF PTDJMMBUJPO GSFRVFODZ ɨF QBSUJDMFT PG
UIF TVTQFOTJPOT BSF DPOmOFE CFUXFFO UXP XBMMT CZ B DPOTUBOU QSFTTVSF BOE BSF FJUIFS
GSJDUJPOBM 	Q = .
 PS GSJDUJPOMFTT 	Q = 
 'PS TVTQFOTJPOT UIBU EJTQMBZ MJOFBS
WJTDPFMBTUJD SFTQPOTF UIF TIFBS TUSFTT DBO CF FYQSFTTFE BT























η′ + η′′ JT UIF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF DPNQMFY WJTDPTJUZ 'PMMPXJOH UIF TBNF













XIFSF ′ JT UIF WJTDPVT BOE ′′ JT UIF FMBTUJD DPNQPOFOU PG UIF NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO 
ɨF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF DPNQMFY NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO JT |∗| = √′ + ′′ BOE UIF
WJTDPVT OVNCFS +′ JT DBMDVMBUFE UIF TBNF XBZ BT JO 1BQFS ĚĚĚ *O HFOFSBM XF mOE UIBU BU
MBSHF TUSBJO NBHOJUVEFT γ TVTQFOTJPOT DBO CF XFMMEFTDSJCFE CZ UIF TUFBEZTIFBS SIF
PMPHZ BOE WJDF WFSTB "T γ JT MPXFSFE UIF SIFPMPHJDBM CFIBWJPST PG UIF TVTQFOTJPOT TUBSU
UP EFWJBUF GSPN JUT TUFBEZTIFBS DBTF 'PS FYBNQMF UIF DPNQMFY NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO
DMPTF UP UIF TIFBS KBNNJOH QPJOU JT GPVOE UP CF MPXFSFE BT γ EFDSFBTFT JO CPUI UIF
GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT BT TIPXO JO 'JH óðò 'JH óðò	B
 BOE 	C
 TIPX IPX
|∗| WBSZ XJUI +′ GPS UIF GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨF WBMVFT PG |∗|D
BSF QSFTFOUFE JO 'JH óðò	D
 XIFSF UIF HSFZ EBTIFE MJOFT JOEJDBUF UIF WBMVFT PG D VOEFS
TUFBEZ TIFBS BOE UIF DPMPSFE EBTIFE MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG B QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM IZQFSCPMJD
GVODUJPO |∗|D = D[− L tanh(L/γ)] XIFSF D JT UIF DSJUJDBM NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO
VOEFS TUFBEZTIFBS BOE L BOE L BSF UXP mUUJOH QBSBNFUFST D(− L) HJWFT UIF WBMVF
óô
'JHVSF  $PNQMFY NBDSPTDPQJD GSJDUJPO |∗| BT GVODUJPOT PG UIF WJTDPVT OVNCFS +′ BU WBSJPVT γ BT JOEJDBUFE JO UIF
MFHFOET GPS 	B
 GSJDUJPOBM BOE 	C
 GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPOT 5IF CMBDL TZNCPMT TIPX EBUB GPS UIF TVTQFOTJPOT
VOEFS TUFBEZ TIFBS BOE UIF CMBDL MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG UIF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT GPS UIF TUFBEZTIFBS DBTFT *O 	D

|∗|D BT GVODUJPOT PG γ UIF HSFZ EBTIFE MJOFT JOEJDBUF WBMVFT PG D VOEFS TUFBEZTIFBS UIF DPMPSFE EBTIFE
MJOFT BSF CFTU mUT PG UIF QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM GVODUJPO |∗|D = D[− L tanh(L/γ)] XIFSF D JT UIF WBMVFT
GPS B TVTQFOTJPO VOEFS TUFBEZ TIFBS XJUI D = . GPS UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTF BOE . GPS UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTF
L BOE L BSF UXP mUUJOH QBSBNFUFST UIF WBMVFT BSF HJWFO JO UIF UFYU
'JHVSF  1BDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ BT GVODUJPOT PG UIF WJTDPVT OVNCFS +′ BU WBSJPVT γ BT JOEJDBUFE JO UIF MFHFOET GPS 	B
 GSJD
UJPOBM BOE 	C
 GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPOT 5IF CMBDL TZNCPMT DPSSFTQPOE UP UIF TUFBEZTIFBS DPOEJUJPOT BOE UIF
CMBDL MJOFT BSF QMPUT PG UIF DPOTUJUVUJWF MBXT GPS UIF TUFBEZTIFBS DBTFT UIF HSFZ EBTIFE MJOFT JOEJDBUF UIF
WBMVFT PG φD GPS TVTQFOTJPOT VOEFS TUFBEZ TIFBS 	D
 UIF KBNNJOH QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φD BT GVODUJPOT PG γ GPS
CPUI UIF GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJDUJPOMFTT TVTQFOTJPOT UIF HSFZ EBTIFE MJOFT TIPXPG UIF TUFBEZTIFBS WBMVFT PG φD
PG |∗|D BT γ →  *O UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTFT L = . ± . BOE L = . ± .
XIFSFBT JO UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT L = . ± . BOE L = . ± . *O
'JH óðó XF TIPX IPX UIF QBDLJOH GSBDUJPO φ WBSZ XJUI +′ BU EJĊFSFOU γ WBMVFT "T
+′ →  XF TFF B DMFBS JODSFBTF JO UIF QMBUFBV WBMVFT BU TNBMM γ GPS UIF TVTQFOTJPOT
DPNQPTFE PG UIF GSJDUJPOBM QBSUJDMFT 	'JH óðó	B

 ɨF QMBUFBV WBMVFT 	JO MJOMPH SFQ
SFTFOUBUJPO
 BU γ ≤ . BSF BMM BCPWF UIF φD PG UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTFT VOEFS TUFBEZTIFBS
ZFU TUJMM TMJHIUMZ MPXFS UIBO UIF φD PG UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT VOEFS TUFBEZ TIFBS 0O UIF
PUIFS IBOE XF EP OPU PCTFSWF B TJNJMBS JODSFBTF JO UIF QMBUFBV WBMVFT GPS UIF TVTQFO
TJPOT DPNQPTFE PG GSJDUJPOMFTT QBSUJDMFT ɨF QMBUFBV WBMVFT JOTUFBE nVDUVBUF BSPVOE
UIF φD PG UIF GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT VOEFS TUFBEZTIFBS ɨFTF PCTFSWBUJPOT BSF TVNNBSJTFE
JO 'JH óðó	D
 XIFSF XF QMPU φD BT GVODUJPO PG γ *U TIPVME CF OPUF UIBU BMUIPVHI UIF
USBOTJUJPO PG φD JO UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTF NJHIU TFFN UP CF EJTDPOUJOVPVT GSPN 'JH óðó	D

B DMPTFS JOWFTUJHBUJPO TIPXT UIBU UIF USBOTJUJPO JT BDUVBMMZ DPOUJOVPVT JO B SBUIFS OBSSPX
óõ
'JHVSF  3FMBUJWF JNQPSUBODF PG UIF WJTDPVT DPNQPOFOU UP UIF DPNQMFY WJTDPTJUZ η′/|η∗| BT GVODUJPOT PG +′/γ GPS
	B
 GSJDUJPOBM BOE 	C
 GSJDUJPOMFTT DBTFT BU WBSJPVT γ BT JOEJDBUFE JO UIF MFHFOET
γ SBOHF 	∈ [., .]
 *O BEEJUJPO XF mOE BO JODSFBTJOH JNQPSUBODF JO UIF FMBTUJD
DPOUSJCVUJPOT BT γ EFDSFBTFT ɨJT JT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JH óðô XIFSF XF TIPX UIF SFMBUJWF
JNQPSUBODF PG UIF WJTDPVT DPNQPOFOU UP UIF DPNQMFY WJTDPTJUZ η′/|η∗| ɨF SFMBUJWF
JNQPSUBODF PG UIF FMBTUJD DPNQPOFOU JT TJNQMZ ( − η′/|η∗|) "U MBSHF TUSBJO NBH
OJUVEFT 	γ ≥ 
 UIF TVTQFOTJPOT BSF BMNPTU QVSFMZ WJTDPVT JO UIFJS SFTQPOTF "T γ
EFDSFBTFT UIF FMBTUJD DPNQPOFOU CFDPNFT JODSFBTJOHMZ JNQPSUBOU #Z OPSNBMJTJOH +′
XJUI γ XF PCUBJO B DPMMBQTF CFUXFFO EBUB BU γ ≤ . *O CPUI UIF GSJDUJPOBM BOE GSJD
UJPOMFTT DBTFT UIF WJTDPVT DPNQPOFOU mSTU JODSFBTFT BT +′ EFDSFBTFT BOE SFBDIFT B QFBL
BOE EFDSFBTF BT +′ JT GVSUIFS MPXFSFE ɨF QFBL WBMVF JO UIF GSJDUJPOBM DBTFT JT SPVHIMZ




<ð> #SVOP "OESFPUUJ :PÑM 'PSUFSSF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1BQFS Ě "OBMPH PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDLFOJOH nPXT VOEFS DPOmOJOH QSFT
TVSF
* JNQMFNFOUFE UIF CJOBSZ BOE $-. NPEFMT JOUP PVS TJNVMBUJPO DPEF * SBO UIF TJNV
MBUJPOT BOE BOBMZTFE UIF SFTVMUT * XSPUF NPTU QBSUT PG UIF NBOVTDSJQU
1BQFS ĚĚ 6OJGZJOH WJTDPVT BOE JOFSUJBM SFHJNFT PG EJTDPOUJOVPVT TIFBS UIJDL
FOJOH TVTQFOTJPOT
* BEBQUFE PVS TJNVMBUJPO DPEF TP UIBU * DPVME DPSSFDUMZ BDDPVOU GPS CPUI $-. BOE
QBSUJDMF JOFSUJB * SBO UIF TJNVMBUJPOT BOE BOBMZTFE UIF EBUB BOE XSPUF NPTU PG UIF
NBOVTDSJQU
1BQFS ĚĚĚ 5SBOTJUJPO GSPN TUFBEZ TIFBS UP PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS SIFPMPHZ PG EFOTF
TVTQFOTJPOT
* JNQMFNFOUFE UIF PTDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS JOUP UIF TJNVMBUJPO DPEF * DPOEVDUFE UIF TJNVMB
UJPOT BOE BOBMZTFE UIF EBUB * XSPUF QBSU PG UIF NBOVTDSJQU
ôö
1BQFS Ěħ 0TDJMMBUPSZ TIFBS nPXT PG EFOTF TVTQFOTJPOT BU JNQPTFE QSFTTVSF















In this thesis I study the rheology of dense particles flows under planar 
shear. The works that are included in this thesis have two main focuses. 
The first is on the behavior of discontinuous shear thickening particle 
flows under steady shear. The types of the flows that are considered 
ranges from the viscous regime (where the particles are immersed in 
a highly viscous fluid so inertial effect can be neglected) to the inertial 
regime (where there is no fluid and and the physics is dominated by 
inertia). The aim is to construct the constitutive laws describing the 
rheology of such flows under various conditions. 
The second focus is on the behavior of particle flows in the viscous 
regime under oscillatory shear. The oscillatory shear is either a pure 
oscillation or an oscillatory shear with an extra parallel and constant 
shear. I investigate how the rheology of dense suspensions is changed 
under oscillatory shear compared to steady shear and its correlation to 
the microstructure of the particles in the flows.
